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The third part in the study Interregional Structure of the
European Community (IRSEC) is about technical and interdependence coef-
ficients matrices of the interregional input-output tables of the common
market for 1959, 1965, 1970 and 1975.
The implementation of the interregional tables is published in
part II of this study.
The first part of this study concerns harmonisation of foreign
trade, national accounts and input-output table nomenclatures in order
to accomplish compatible intra-trade matrices of the common market. The
performed trade-matrices were basic for the established interregional
tables of part II.
In the same way as the trade matrices of part I and the inter-
regional input-output tables of part II technícal and interdependence
matrices aggregated in six (R6), thirty (R30) and forty-four (R44)indus-
tries are available on magnetic tape. A copy of this tape can be obtained
by J.H.F. Schilderinck, Hogeschoollaan 225, P.O. Box 90153, 5000 LE,
Tilburq, the Netherlands at cost price of the tape (about 100 guilders).
Special thanks is due to P. Flapper who provided the computatio-
nal preparation of the concerning matrices.- 3 -
Introduction.
The most important feature of input-output analysis is its pre-
sentation of a full and detailed picture of production structures in the
different industries of an economic co~nunity.
The input-output table shows the intermediate and primary costs
input transactions needed by each industry for meeting the intermediate
and final demand for products of the concerning industry.
The matrix of technical ccefficients reproduces the intermediate
and primary costs inputs of an industry in relation to its total product-
ion value in the shape of ratios. They are nothing else than proportional
shar~~s of inputs in the total production of the distinguished industries.
`1'echnical coefficients are only a first step to gain insight into the
production structure of an economy. In consequence of their different
character the technical coefficients are devided in two separate matrices
one containing coefficients relating to the intermediate deliveries and
the other holding coefficients of the types of primary costs.
The next step is the deviation of the matrix of interdependence
coefficients. Interdependence coefficients denote the relation between
the final demand in an industry and the total of direct and indirect
(cumulated) input of a supplying industry for that final demand and ex-
press the interdependence among the production processes in the distingh-
uised industries.
41 The input-output model and some of its basic assumptions.
The input-output model combines two systems of linear equations:
one for the output and one for the input transactions.
The linear equations of the output-system comprise for each
industry the total production or output value which is equal to the total
of the intermediate and the final demand of that industry. For industry
i the output-equation is as follows:
xi1 t xi2 t... t xi~ t... t xim t yir - Xi (1.1)
(i - 1,2,...,m)
wherexij (i,j - 1,2,...,m) - intermediate output from industry i to
industry j;
y. (r - mtl,...,n) - final demand or output of industry i;
ir
X, - total production or output value of in-
i
dustry i.
The linear equations of the input system comprise for each ir,-
dustry the total costs or input value, which is equal to the total of
intermediate anà primary costs. The input equation for industry j may be
written as follows:
x tx t... tx. t... tx tv -X. (1.2)
lj 2j ij mj kj 7
(j - 1,2,...,m)
where
x, (i,j - 1,2,...,m) - the intermediate input to industry j
ij




- primary costs of input of industry j;
- total production cost or input of in-
dustry j.
A basic conception of the input-output model is the assumption
that total input and total output of an industry are in equilibrium with
each other, so that:
X. - X, provided i- j
i ~
(i,j - 1,2,...,m) (1.3)
Identity (1.3) dces not mean that there is no difference between
output X, and input X, of an industry. The output is an quantity of pro-
i ]
ducts leaving the factory-gate with various destinations. The input is
the total result of the combination of a number of different productive
activities realizing the production of that quantity of products.
In practice the equilibrium between input and output is realized
by determining the remunerations of the factor capital on the input-side
as a balance between the value of the total output and the values of the
other input items; hence, the term operating surplus.-s-
The combination of two systems in one model involves another
necessary condition, namely that total final demand of all industries is
equal to their total primary costs. This identity is of the form:
E E vk - E E yir (r,k - mtl, mt2, ... , n; i,j - 1,2,...,m)
k j ~ i r (1.4)
A third assumption concerns the homogeneity of the lnputs and
outputs. Each industry is supposed to exploit only a single production
process which produces identical units of output and uses for each unit
output the same quantities of inputs. The utilized inputs stay therefore
in a fixed or constant proportion to each unit of output. Hence each unit
of output of an industry needs the same quantities of inputs. In addit-
ion to the third assumption a fourth one states the equality of proport-
ions of the inputs per unit of output. Input production relations with
the corresponding output of the distinguished industries are defined as
línear homogenous production functions in the input-output model.
42. Technical coefficients.
The derivation of the ccefficients of the input-output product-
ion functions is very easy. Each seperate input can be expressed as a
function or ratio of the total input which is equal to the total output
(1.3) of the industry in question. These ratios are called technical
ccefficients, since the input-ratios within an industry are determined
by the technical circumstances of the production process of that indus-
try. There are two kinds of production coefficients namely technical
coefficients relating intermediate deliveries and technical ccefficients
relating primary costs to the total input Xj of an industry.
The production functions of the intermediate transactions have
then the following form:
xij - aij Xj (i,j - 1,2,...,m) (2.1)
where the technical production coefficient- 6 -
aij - xij~Xj ( i,j - 1,2,...,m) (2.2)
expresses the ratio between the input value of industry j from industry
i utilized in the production process of industry j on the one hand and
the total input-value of industry j on the other hand.
The production functions of the primary cost transactions are
of the same form as the intermediate ones, so that
v - b. X, (i,j - 1,2,...,m; k- mtl,...,m)
kJ ij 7
and its technical coefficient is equal to




Analogously to the intermediate and primary inputs it is also
possible to derive coefficients of the final demand. The final demanà
coefficients indicate per type of expenditure r the ratio between the
demand for final goods and services of the individual industries and the
total of these final products. The final demand may be therefore express-
ed as:
y. - f. Y (i - 1,2,...,m; r- m tl, mt2,...,n) (2.5)
ir ir r
where the coefficients of final demand are equal to
f. - y. ~Y ir ir r
(2.6)
With the help of the foregoing basic relations the input-output
model describes the production process going with the total output in an
economy. Substitution of (2.1) in (1.1) gives:
ai1X1 t ai2X2 t.., t aijXj t... t aimXm t yir - Xi (2.7)
(i - 1,2, ..,m)
Putting the total output values X, to the right and the final
i
demand totals Yi to the left side of expression (2.7), then we get the-~-
following input-output model.
(1-a]])X1 - a]ZX~ - ... - a1jXj - ... - a]mXm - Y1
-ai1X1 - ai2XZ - ... t (1-aij)X~ - ... - aimXm - Yi (2.8)
-am1X1 - amzX2 - .
m~ ]
- . . . t (1-a ) X - Y
mm m m
which can be reproduced in matrix notation as:
[ I-A] x - y
where
I - unit matrix;
A- matrix of technical production coefficients;
x- column vector of total production;
y- column vector of total final demand.
(2.9)
The just formulated input-output model possesses some special
attractions for application on practical economic structure problems.
First, the agyregation of the circular flow of countless goods and ser-
vices into a clear entirety of a relatively small number of outputs.
Second, the expression of direct relations among the producing and con-
suming industries and sectors in simple linear functions. Third, a solut-
ion which provides a matrix with interesting mathematical properties and
an easy comprehensible interpretation of the interdependency in the pro-
duction structure of an economy.
~3. Interdependence and other structural coefficients.
For a proper appreciation of the importance of the economic in-
terpretation of the solution of the input-output model it is necessary
to trace the achievement of the production needed to meet the final de-
mand of an industry.
The final demand for goods and services of an industry leads to
production in that industry, which necessitates auxillary supplies of- 8 -
raw materials and semi-manufactures (intermediate goods and services)
from various other industries. This starts production processes in those
industries, which require on their turn the utilization of raw materials
and semi-manufactures originated from production processes in different
other industries.
Thus the production of final goods and services by an industry
qives rise to a cnain of a large number of production processes in
different, successive time phases and in different industries. Totali-
zinq of all production values in the different successive production
phases of the various industries enables to quantify the economic im-
nortance of the production of a certain quantity final demand in one of
the industries on the production of the whole economy.
The interesting part of the input-output solution procedure lies
in its iterative nature, as the solution of the model consists of a cumu-
lation of iterations of a convergent process. The procedure proceeds as
follows.
With the aid of the technical production coefficients it is pos-
sible to determine what intermediate deliveries from the various indus-
tries are necessary for the production of one unit final demand in an
industry. Application again of the technical production coefficients to
those intermediate deliveries determines the quantities of raw materials
and semi-manufactures each industry must produce and supply for the inter-
mediate productions in the various industries. In this way the production
value of each production phase in an industry is determined, which is
needed to realize the intermediate deliveries for a subsequent production
phase in the various industries.
As the technical production coefficients are smaller than one,
the calculated quantities of products will in each preceding production
be smaller than in the next production phase. These quantities, therefore,
form a declining sequence, of which the last one approximates to nil.
The iterative nature of the calculation of the total (cumulated)
production value of all production phases in the various industries to
produce final demand in a certain industry can be reproduced in the fol-
lowing diagram:- 9 -
a the production of final demand y
b the direct intermediate production Ay
c the first indirect intermediate production A2y





The total, cumulated production value needed to produce the
final demand y is therefore equal to
x- y t Ay t A2y t A3Y Y---t AnY -(ItAtA2tA3 t.. . t An)y (3.2)
where x- vector of production values;
y- vector of final demand values;
A- matrix of technical production coefficients.
The above demonstrated iterative method to calculate the direct
and indirect production to meet the final demand of an industry is very
cumbersome and therefore not applied in practice. Grace to the fact that
the technical production coefficients satisfy the following conditions:
0 ~ a,.: ~ 1 (3.3)
- i~
m
E a. ~ 1 ( j - 1,2..-.,m)
i-1 ij
(3.4)
the cumulated production necessary to fulfil the final demand can be per-
formed directly by inverting the matrix ( I-A] of expression (2.9). After
multiplying both sides of (2.9) with the inverse, the solution of the
input-output model obtained is equal to:
x - ( I-A]
-ly
in which
[ I-A] -1 -[ ItAtA2tA3 t.., t An)
(3.5)
(3.6)
since A satisfies the conditions (3.3) and (3.4). The first condition is
realized as an intermediate delivery cannot be negative and íts share in- 1C -
the total production value is always smaller than one. Since the techni-
cal production and the primary costs coefficients only together equals
one, the second condition is also satisfied, because tt:e total of primary
costs transactions never can be neqative so that the sum of the elemer.ts
in each column in matrix A must i~e sma-ïer than one.
The inverse matrix [I-A]-1 is very important in the economic
application of input-output analysis and is known as the matrix of inter-
dependence coefficients, indicated by the symbol C. Expression (3.5) re-
verts then into
x - Cy (3.7)
The interdependence ccefficients c. express the interdependency among
ij
the production processes in the various industries per unit final demand
of each industry. The relation between the cumulated production x~P in
J1




xji - cji Yi ( i.j - 1,2.3.---,m) (3.8)
Economical interpretated the interdependence coefficient c i indicates
j
the value of the cumulated production in the successive production phases
in one industry j per unit final demand in industry i.
Summation of all interdependence coefficients c., of each column
J1
of matrix C resuits in the total cumulated production value of the suc-
cessive production phases in all industries per unit final demand in one
of these ináustries and is defined as:
m
R~p - E c.. (i - 1.2..-..m)
i 7i j-1
(3.9)
where R~p - total cumulated production coefficient per unit final demand
i
of industry i.
The total cumulated production X~ induced by the final demand
i
of one of the industries is then equal to
m m
Xcp - E x~P - R~p Y. - E c.. Y. (i - 1,2,...,m) (3.10)
7i i i ~i i
i j-1 j-1- 11 -
~ 4. Some results
The derivated technical and interdependence coefficients matri-
ces are disposal at different levels of aggregation, respectively at 6,30
or 44 branches. As each industry is sub-divided in five regions we get
matrices of order 30,150 and 220. The matrices of order 30 are published
in this study (APPENDIX I and II); the other two ones are available on
magnetic tape for the years 1959, 1965, 1970 and 1975.
~ 4.1 The technical coefficients
The technical coefficients columns of Appendix I express the
direct production structure per unit total production to the value of one
million EUR of the distinguished industries. The 1959, 1965, 1970 and
1975 columns of the same regional industry are grouped together, so that
changes in the structure over the years may be noticed easily.
The elements of the first six rows each subdivided into five
regions are the technical coefficients of the intermediate inputs from
industries originated in the own and other regions. Together these co-
efficients constitute the A-matrix of the regional input-output tables.
The elements of rows 8-16 are the technical coefficients of the pri-
mary inputs. To~7ether thc:y form the I3-matrix of the regional input-output
tables.
In general the coefficients show a rather constant development
of the production structure both over the years and per region. Gross
value added at market prices e.g. decreases in each region per unit total
production of the industries Agriculture, Energy and Manufacture and
remains more or less constant in the branches Building, Market and Non-
Marketservices.
The very heavy aggregation of all enterprices in only six indus-
tries involves a more constant development of the production structure
per unit total production. The more striking changes in the production
structure turn up in the desaggregated technical coefficient matrices
of thirty or forty-four industries, which are seperately available on
magnetic tape.TARLF' 4.1.1
Changed structural shares of at home, in other regions and in third countries produced intermediate deliveries
in total production within the EEC region Germany during 1959-1975 expressed in pro-milles and indices.
1959 1965 1970 1975
A. PRO-MILLES
1. Agriculture





B. INDICES 1965 - 100
1. Agriculture





Home Other Third Home Other Third Home Other Third Home Other Third
regions coun- regions coun- regions coun- regions coun-
tries tries tries tries
324,9 8,B 12,8 455,7
460,2 9,2 66,5 378,4
493,9 25,9 82,9 487,1
399,8 7,6 10,7 468,9
254,6 5,1 17,2 336,4
385,8 9,1 42,0 303,0
13,1 19,9 521,9 23,0 31,6 523,9 29,3 27,5
8,7 101,1 313,5 30,5 101,0 378,8 43,2 142,9
32,6 70,5 517,1 46,6 54,4 532,7 36,8 57,6
11,9 14,2 419,6 18,3 21,8 516,8 26,0 31,8
7,1 13,9 391,8 14,0 16,0 357,6 14,3 14,8
31,1 48,0 282,9 22,3 21,7 327,1 18,2 20,6
71 67 64 100 100 100 115 176 291 115 224 138
122 106 66 100 100 100 83 350 100 100 497 141
101 37 118 100 100 100 106 143 77 109 113 82
85 64 75 100 100 100 89 154 154 110 218 224
76 72 124 100 100 100 116 197 115 lU6 103 106
127 29 88 100 100 100 93 72 45 108 58 43TABLE 4.1.2
Changed structural shares of at home, in other regions and in third countries produced intermediate deliveries
in total production within the EEC region FRANCE during 1959-1975 expressed in PRO-MILLES and incices.
1959 1965 1970 1975
A. PRO-MILLES
1. Agriculture





Home Other Third Home Other Third Home Other Third Home Other Third
regions coun- regions coun- regions coun- regions coun-
tries tries tries tries
261,5 1,9 15,8 4,2 8,1 6,8 362,8
258,2 17,5 89,8 238,4 12,6 136,6 232,5
487,7 20,8 56,6 500,8 29,5 50,1 463,7
442,9 16,4 8,3 432,7 20,2 13,2 420,6
229,5 1,7 4,9 285,7 9,8 19,7 332,6
398,5 5,3 15,2 275,9 6,6 17,3 289,8
16,5 17,7 421,1 19,0 20,2
15,9 153,3 282,5 43,6 218,8
46,3 53,1 450,3 47,3 50,4
33,9 22,3 362,6 34,8 23,5
12,1 12,7 308,2 15,1 14,0
5,5 6,2 2B4,8 6,7 6,9
B. INDICES 1965 - 100
1. Agriculture





57 23 232 100
108 139 66 100
97 71 113 100
102 81 63 100
80 17 25 100







204 260 92 235 297
126 112 118 346 160
157 106 90 160 101






f03 102 40TABLE 4.1.3
Changed structural shares of at home, in other regions and in third countries produced intermediate deliveries
in total production within the EEC region Italy during 1959-1975 expresse3 in pro-milles and indices.
1959 1965 1970 1975
A. PRO-Milles
1. Agriculture





B. Indices 1965 - 100
1. Agriculture





Home Other Third Home Other Third Home Other Third Home Other Third
regions coun- regions coun- regions coun- regions coun-
tries tries tries tries
335,3 2,6 13,6 307,2 5,3 38,7 311,2
263,6 10,7 137,2 130,9 6,1 205,9 150,5
562,0 24,3 68,2 505,7 33,3 75,6 446,4
473,5 8,7 8,8 399,2 12,4 9,0 403,9
217,4 5,9 19,0 301,2 5,0 22,9 303,3
218,5 2,5 6,4 213,2 4,6 7,3 199,5
15,2 38,1 323,3 20,7 38,6
12,0 230,5 321,6 40,3 285,5
50,1 86,1 505,2 48,8 73,0
18,4 15,3 428,3 13,8 13,1
8,1 20,3 350,6 1],8 20,4
4,0 10,1 251,1 8,8 9,]
109 49 35 100 100 100 101 287 98 105 390 101
ZO1 175 67 100 100 100 115 197 112 246 661 139
111 73 90 100 100 100 88 150 114 100 147 97
119 70 98 100 100 100 101 148 170 107 111 196
72 118 61 100 100 l0U 101 162 89 116 236 89
102 54 88 100 100 100 94 87 1~8 118 191 125TABLE 4.1.4
Changed structural shares of at home, in other regions and in third countries produced intermediate deliveries
in total production within the EEC the Netherlands during 1959-1975 expressed in pro-milles and indices.
1959 1965 1970 1975
A. PRO-MILLES
1. Agriculture





Home Other Third Home Other Third Home Other Third Home Other Third
regions coun- regions coun- regions coun- regions coun-
tries tries tries tries
484,4 21,2 13,3 439,3 16,6 12,1 464,7 24,3
258,7 60,0 240,4 196,2 49,9 269,5 210,8 36,0
436,8 91,9 139,4 371,7 118,8 129,5 336,5 151,1
393,3 87,8 63,7 392,4 99,6 63,1 338,9 137,8
249,1 55,7 57,0 233,0 44,7 54,3 281,2 79,1
261,6 21,4 25,7 236,7 22,0 15,9 211,8 34,8
13,7 474,7 32,5 18,3
288,2 263,1 61,0 267,9
124,1 342,9 151,0 129,7
59,2 364,7 109,0 59,4
11,7 279,0 40,7 41,4
23,3 222,5 11,5 8,6
B. INDICES 1965 - 100
1. Agriculture





110,2 127,7 109,9 100 100 100 105,8 146,4
131,9 151,5 89,2 100 100 100 107,4 72,9
117,5 77,4 107,6 100 100 100 90,5 127,2
100,2 88,2 101,0 100 100 100 86,4 138,4
106,9 124,6 105,0 100 100 100 120,7 177,0
110,5 97,3 161,6 100 100 100 89,5 158,2
113,2 108,0 195,8 151,2
106,9 134,1 123,5 99,4
95,8 92,3 127,1 100,2
93,8 92,9 109,4 94,1
21,5 119,7 91,1 76
146,5 94,0 52,3 54,1TABLE 4.1.5
Changed structural shares of at home, in other regions and in third countries produced intermediate deliveries
in total production within the EEC region BLEU during 1959-1975 expressed in pro-milles and indices.
1957 1965 1970 1975
A. PRO-MILLES
1. Agriculture












Home Other Third Home Other Third Home Other Third Home Other Third
regions coun- regions coun- regions coun- regions coun-
tries tries tries tries
302,9 38,9 30,0 375,5 50,1 23,1 504,9 44,5
352,5 41,6 155,0 243,2 38,8 175,8 182,3 43,2
456,2 89,1 120,4 389,9 129,5 133,1 298,8 174,4
403,9 61,0 40,1 387,2 84,7 39,8 353,0 97,2
127,4 19,4 18,9 215,2 31,4 20,6 210,9 40,2
203,7 23,3 26,0 181,4 37,1 22,4 176,7 46,8
80,7 77,6 129,9 100 100 100
144,9 107,2 113,4 100 100 100
117,0 68,8 90,5 100 100 100
104,3 72,0 100,8 100 100 100
59,2 61,8 91,7 100 100 100







19,7 485,5 81,2 20,9
231,6 188,8 145,1 275,0
146,6 301,1 197,7 124,2
46,0 380,0 102,9 45,4
28,0 231,2 41,0 22,2
26,2 176,6 35,8 18,9
85,3 129,3 162,1 90,5
131,7 77,6 374,0 156,4
110,1 77,2 152,7 93,3
115,6 98,1 121,5 114,1
135,9 107,4 130,6 107,8
117,0 97,4 96,5 84,4- 17 -
In spite of the strong aggregation the technical coefficients of
appendix I qive already some information about the development of the
pruducLi~n-structure within the european Common Market and about changing
economic relations with countries outside the community.
Figures for answering these questions are gathered from Appendix I
into tables 4.1.1 - 4.1.5. Each table corresponds with one of the regions
of the European community and contains the technical coefficients of the
total intermediate deliveries, which are produced in the own (home) region,
in the other regions of the common market and in the countries outside
the conmunity (third). The technical coefficients are expressed in pro-
milles and indices and detailed per industry for 1959, 1965, 1970 and 1975.
The indices are based 1965 - 100 as the 1959 data are of a lesser level
of fitness to the other years.
Generally may be stated the following three tendencies:
a. a moderate increasing (sometimes decreasing) of total home-produced in-
termediate goods and services within each region (except Fuel and Power);
b. a striking growth of intermediate deliveries from the other regions
of the community;
c. a falling development of the imports of intermediate goods and services
from third countries, especially in Agriculture and Manufacturing.
The ratio's of Appendix I and tables 4.1.1 - 4.1.5 are not sui-
table to indicate the degree of integration of the regional economic
production-structures within the European Community. For this feature one
needs interdependence-coefficients.
g 4.2 The interdependence-coefficients
For getting a just idea about the contribution of a regíonal in-
dustry to the total production within the community it is necessary to
statc: or to calculate also the production value of all other industries
in the own and other regions, which are results of the activities of that
regional industry. All these production-values induced by the activities
of a regional industry in the own and other industries together reflex the
importance of that industry in the whole community.
Results of these calculatíons are expressed as interdependence-
coefficients which indicate how much product each industry in the own and- ld -
other regions of the commur.ity has to produce in oráer to satisfy the de-
mand for a parcel of goods and services of a fixed value.
Appendix II gives now an insight ir. the mutual relations or in-
terdependencies of the distinguished regional industries expressed per
parcel goods and services to the value of 1.000.000 EUR of the several
in the head mentioned regional industries. For editional reasons however
the coefficients of Appendix II are stated in 10.000 EUR, but that is of
no harm for the interpretation of the coefficients.
Considering the first column of Appendix II (Agriculture 1959
domiciled in region West-Germany) it appears that in 1959 the production
of a parcel final West-German Agricultural Products to the value of 10.000
EUR createà a total production of 16.063 EUR in the whole European Commu-
nity (see 3.9 pag. 10 R~p - 1.6063).
i
The West-German Agriculture produced besides the parcel final products of
10.000 EUR also 406 EUR intermediate deliveries. In aid of this parcel final,
West-German Agriculture products the French, Italian, the Netherlands and
Bleu Agricultural industries produce intermediate deliveries to the value
of respectively 16,31, 36 and 6 EUR. The intermediate deliveries of West-
German, French, Italian, the Netherlands and Bleu Manufacturing products
for the benefit of this parcel West-German Agricultural final industries
amount to respectively 3.402, 59, 2~, 52 and 42 EUR. In behalf of each
parcel West-German Agricultural final products to the value of 10.000 EUR
all West-German, French, Italian, The Netherlands and Bleu industries
together produce deliveries of respectively 15.726, 98, 65, 115 and 60
EUR or in total 16.063 EUR.
All of the columns of Appendix II have to be interpret in the
same way.
The coefficients of Appendix II show clearly the complexity of
the mutual relations amonq industries and regions. They illustrate also
the extent of the changes in regional and industrial production structure
within the Community during 1959-1975.
g 5. Structural production change- in the Com;on M~rket 1~59-19~5
C~~mp~ring the interdependence coefficients 1959-1975 of the most
important industries of Appendix II we get a first quantitative impression- 19 -
of the structural development within the European Common market. This is
only a very global idea because the industries in question are aqgregated
very strongly. For a better analysis one need the more detailed 44 branch-
matrix which is available on magnetic tape. The kind of information en-
closed in Appendix II may be illustrated in the following tables.
c
In tahlc 5.1 total cumulated production coefficients R.p of
ig
branche Agriculture, Foresty and Fish has been gathered for each region g.
The 1975 Ripg coefficient 20766 in region Germany means that a demand
for one parcel of final agricultural products to the value of 10.000 EUR
allocated within the region Germany bring about a total productionvalue
of 20766 EUR in the whole community. Spread over the distinguished regions
Germany, France, Italy, the Netherlands and BLEU this means total produc-
tion values of respectively 19.820, 253, 188, 356 and 149 EUR per parcel
final demand of German Agriculture products of 10.000 EUR. Herewith in-
terdependencies among the economies of the common market are stated clear-
ly. It is now also easy to make comparisons among the regions and in time.
Comparing the other regions for 1975 on the same base of one unit
final demand for Agriculture products of 10.000 EUR we see in table 5.1,
that the corresponding induced total cumulated production values are
very different. An identical unit of demand (10.000 EUR) in region France
effects 17.568 EUR total cumulated production value in the whole Commu-
nity. The same demand in the regions Italy, the Netherlands and Belgium~
Luxemburg bring about respectively 15.829, 19.257, and 20.246 EUR total
cumulated production in the whole Community. One unit final demand of
agriculture products in region Germany created in 1975 the highest
(20.766 EUR) and in region Italy the lowest ( 15.829 EUR) total production
in the whole Community.
Comparing the development of the created total cumulated pro-
duction per unit final demand in the distinguished regions during 1959-
1975 on the base 1965 - 100 then we get for region Germany a growth from
86 to 111, for region France an increase from 76 to 96, for region Italy
a small rise from 104 to 106, for region the Netherlands a decrease from
108 tot 105 and for region Bleu a progress from 91 to 114.
The cumixlated production or interdependence coefficients of
Appendix II and the next tables - these may also be interpreted as money
values, because the coefficients are expressed per unit EUR - are very- 20 -
Table 5.1
Total cumulated production coefficients (Ripg) per unit final demand of
Agriculture Products to the value of 10.000 EUR in the distinguished regions
g during 1957-1975, expressed ín coefficients and indices.
Coefficients Indices
1950 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 i975
Reqion Germany
Germany 15.726 18.236 20.063 19.820 86 100 110 109
France 98 160 265 253 61 100 165 158
Italy 65 129 192 188 52 100 155 152
Netherl. 115 155 308 356 74 100 199 229
Bleu 60 85 143 149 71 100 168 175
EEC 16.063 18.760 20.971 20.766 86 100 112 111
Region France
Germany 89 170 304 324 52 100 179 191
France 14.236 17.990 15.988 16.842 79 100 89 94
Italy 17 69 104 136 25 100 151 197
Netherl. 17 53 96 124 32 100 181 234
Bleu 30 78 129 142 38 100 165 182
EEC 14.390 18.360 16.621 17.568 78 100 91 96
Region Ita1y
Germany 60 74 215 323 81 100 290 438
France 33 87 192 217 38 100 221 249
Italy 15.365 14.736 14.775 15.166 104 100 100 103
Netherl. 20 34 70 82 59 100 206 241
Bleu 15 18 40 40 83 100 222 222
EEC 15.493 14.948 15.292 15.829 104 100 102 106
Region The Netherlands
Germany 666 652 985 061 102 100 151 163
France 137 203 317 352 67 100 156 173
Italy 70 112 167 144 63 100 149 129
Netherl. 18.391 16.890 17.159 17.271 109 100 102 102
Bleu 551 445 497 429 124 100 112 96
EEC 19.d15 18.302 19.124 19.257 108 100 104 105
Region Bleu
Germany 366 582 981 108 63 100 168 190
France 375 620 794 997 60 100 128 161
Italy 72 138 155 209 52 100 112 151
Netherl. 479 556 543 903 86 100 98 162
Bleu 14.847 15.842 17.476 17.030 94 100 110 107
EEC 16.139 17.737 19.949 20.246 91 100 112 114- 21 -
c-.~i i t ~t; l~~ i o quant i fy the economic integration within the European common
market.
Returning to table 5.1 the 1959-1975 data show per unit final
demand in each region a more than proportional rice of cumulated produc-
tion in the other regions. Per unit final demand of Agriculture products
in region Germany total cumulated production in region France increased
from 98 EUR in 1959 to 253 EUR in 1975 or taking 1965 - 100 a growth from
61 to 158. For region Italy, the Netherlands and Belgium~Luxemburg these
data are respectively 65 EUR to 188 EUR or 52 to 152, 115 EUR to 356 EUR
or 74 to 229 and 60 EUR to 149 EUR or 71 to 175. The growth in the own
region Germany amounts 15.726 EUR to 19.820 EUR or 86 to 109.
The growing integration of the common market does not only appear
from a more proportional growth of cumulated production in other regions
but also from a higher progress of induced total production in the whole
community (16.065 EUR to 20.766 EUR, or 86 in 1959 tot 111 in 1975) as
compared with the corresponding data of the own region Germany.
The interdependence coefficients per unit final demand of Agri-
culture products in the other regions have to be interpreted in the same
way. Generally, identical developments as in reqion Germany are observed
in the other regions. The cumulated production coefficients in the other
regions are growing much faster than in the own region, while the total
cumulated production value per unit final demand of Agriculture products
during 1959-1975 are risen stronger than in the corresponding region.
Independence or total cumulated production coefficients of the
Fuel and Power industry are collected in table 5.2. It is found that the
induced total production value per unit final demand of fuel and power
products in all regions in the first half of the period 1959-1975 declined
and in the second part went up. The down- and upward movement ~f total
cumulated production per unit final demand reflected fully the stoppage
of coal-mining during the sixties and the reorientation of the energy
pro~luction after the 1973 oil crisis. In general there is a decline during
1959-1970 and a recovery from 1970-1975.
The total cumulated production value for the whole Community per
parcel final demand of 10.000 EUR in region Germany, in region France,
in region Italy, in region the Netherlands and in region Belgium~Luxemburg-z2-
Table 5.2
Total cumulated production coefficients (Ripg) per unit final 3emand of
Fuel and Power products to the value of 10.000 EUR in the distinguished
regions g during 1957-1975 and expressed in coefficients and inàices.
Coefficients Indices
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
Region Germany
Germany 18.087 16.391 15.226 16.613 110 100 93 101
France 110 99 138 258 111 100 139 261
Italy 41 61 121 150 67 100 198 246
Netherl. 110 85 317 417 129 lOG 373 490
Bleu 61 57 99 177 107 100 174 310
EEC ~8.409 16.693 15.900 17.616 110 100 95 106
Region France
Germany 295 187 249 527 158 100 133 282
France 13.849 13.674 13.488 14.238 101 100 99 104
Italy 19 39 56 136 49 100 144 349
Netherl. 38 39 44 164 97 100 113 421
Bleu 58 46 39 153 126 100 85 333
EEC 14.260 13.985 13.876 15.218 102 100 99 109
Region Italy
Germany 209 98 202 521 213 100 206 538
France 37 35 65 232 106 100 186 663
Italy 13.999 11.882 12.170 15.058 118 100 102 127
Netherl. 18 15 24 163 120 100 160 1087
Bleu 17 11 16 69 155 100 145 627
EEC 14.279 12.041 12.477 16.044 119 100 104 133
Region the Netherlands
Germany 835 697 542 810 120 100 78 116
France 98 112 130 238 88 100 116 213
Italy 60 71 94 100 85 100 132 141
Netherl. 13.807 12.707 12.857 13.705 109 100 101 108
Bleu 502 281 212 320 179 100 75 114
EEC 15.301 13.868 13.835 15.173
Region BLEU
Germany 545 469 460 254
France 239 214 179 614
Italy 37 57 49 157
Netherl. 293 227 285 904
Bleu 14.537 13.331 12.339 12.511
110 100 100 109
116 100 98 267
111 100 84 287
65 100 86 275
129 100 126 398
109 100 93 94
EEC 15:661 14.299 13.312 15.441 109 100 93 108- 23 -
amount respectively from 18.409 EUR in 1959 to 17.616 EUR in 1975, from
14.260 EUR in 1959 to 15.218 EUR in 1975, from 14.279 EUR in 1959 to
16.044 EUR in 1975, from 15.301 EUR in 1959 to 15.173 EUR in 1975 and
from 15.661 EUR in 1959 to 15.441 EUR in 1975. Taking 1965 - 100 one gets
succesively the following development: region Germany 110 to 106, region
France 102 to 109, region Italy 119 to 133, region the Netherlands 110
to 109 and region BLEU 109 to 108.
Comparing the total cumulated production per unit final demand
in each region with the corresponding data of the whole community, the
stronger development of the last stated the closer growing together of
the five economics during 1959-1975. This evolution has been reflected
also by the relative sharp increasing of the induced total cumulated
production in the other reqions. In this respect the fast rise of dutch
natural gas production attract special attention.
The cumulated production coefficients per unit final demand of
manufacturing products (Table 5.3) have to be analysed analogously to the
foreqoing. Compared with the Fuel and Power industry the total cumulated
production coefficients of Manufacture are rather high. Per parcel final
demand of Manufacturing products to the value of 10.000 EUR a total
cumulated production of about twice this value has been generated in the
whole community.
The total cumulated production per unit final demand however, is
declining in each own reyion (except Germany) durincT 1959-1975. Yer unit
final demand of Manufacturing products in region France the brought
about total cumulated production amounted in the own region 17.793 EUR
in 1959, 18.645 EUR in 1965, 17.746 EUR ín 1970 and 17.406 in 1975; if
1965 - l0U a decline from 94 to 92 has been manifesto. A same result
presented the regions Italy, the Netherlands and Bleu. In region Italy
the induced total cumulated production came to 20.276 EUR in 1959, to
18.527 EUR in 1965, to 17.560 in 1965 and to 18.747 in 1975 or on the
base of 1965 - 100 from 109 in 1959 to 101 in 1975. The corresponding
data in region the Netherlands are respectively 17.478 in 1959, 15.812
EUR in 1965, 15.269 EUR in 1970 and 15.426 EUR in 1975; or 1965 - 100
.~ ~iec.rease from 111 to 9II. In region Bleu finally one is g~tting 17.378
tiUR in 1959, 16.U07 EUR in 1965, 14.396 EUR in 197U and in 1975. If- 24 -
Table 5.3
Total cumulated production coefficients (Ripg) per unit final demand of
Manufactoring products to the value of 10.000 EUR in the distinguished
regions g during 1959-1975 and expressed in coefficients and indices.
Coefficients Indices
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
Region Germany
Germany 18.640 18.825 19.941 20.195 99 100 106 107
France 243 319 423 353 76 100 133 111
Italy 128 207 281 265 62 100 136 128
Netherl. 214 211 392 330 101 100 186 156
Bleu 153 212 304 228 72 100 143 108
EEC 19.378 19.774 21.340 21.372 98 100 108 108
Region France
Germany 319 414 660 640 77 100 159 155
France 17.793 18.845 17.776 17.406 94 100 94 92
Italy 70 143 208 249 48 100 145 174
Netherl. 66 100 156 177 66 100 156 177
Bleu 133 209 306 275 64 100 146 132
EEC 18.380 19.712 19.105 18.746 93 100 97 95
Region Italy
Germany 388 438 683 678 89 100 156 155
France 205 332 457 514 62 100 138 155
Italy 20.276 18.527 17.560 18.747 109 100 95 101
Netherl. 90 107 161 171 84 100 150 160
Bleu 75 88 137 120 85 100 156 136
EEC 21.035 19.491 18.998 20.231 108 100 97 104
Region the Netherlands
Germany 1.229 1.~04 1.360 2.108 87 100 140 150
France 265 435 589 588 61 100 135 135
Italy 126 239 295 280 53 100 123 117
Netherl. 17.478 15.812 15.269 15.426 111 100 97 98
Bleu 1.058 996 991 816 106 100 99 82
EEC 20.157 18.887 19.105 19.217 107 100 101 102
Region BLEU
Germany 862 254 816 957 69 100 145 156
France 807 164 264 371 74 100 109 118
Italy 145 250 262 328 58 100 105 131
Netherl. 744 769 655 086 97 100 111 141
Bleu 17.378 16.007 14.396 14.396 109 100 90 90
EEC 19.936 19.444 18.592 19.139 103 100 96 98-z5-
1965 - 100 the fall has been going from 109 in 1959 to 90 in 1975. Only
in region Germany there is an increase namely 18.640 EUR in 1959, 18.825
EUR in 1965, 19.941 EUR in 1970 and 20.195 EUR in 1975 or 1965 - 100 a
growth from 99 in 1959 to 107 in 1975.
In the same line a growing interweaving of the regional economies
within the common market has been outlined very clearly as the induced
cumulat.ed production values into the other regions has been increased
relativc~ly remarkable strong. The profit however is not equal to each
region. Per unit final demand of manufacturing products in region Germany
amounted the induced cumulated production value in region France 353 EUR
in 1975. The same unit final demand in region France brought about 640
EUR induced cumulated production in region Germany during 1975. Identical
comparisons can be made between all other regions. The data of tables 5.1,
5.2 and 5.3 and also those of Appendix II give only very rough impressions.
For a better idea about more detailed developments of the interregional
economic production structure within the Community durinq 1959-1975, it
is necessary to analyse the 220 x 220 interregional interdependence
coefficients matrices containing 44 branches and available on magnetic
tapes as suggested in the foregoing text.- 26 -
Concluding Remarks
In this part the first stage of the study about the interregional
economic production structure of the European Community has been completed.
The first part has been devoted to the very extended nomencia-
ture problems to implement compatible.intra-trade matrices of the common
market for 1959, 1965, 1970 and 1975 and the second one to the perfor-
mance of the inter-regional Input-Output tables for the corresponding
years.
This third part contains the realized technical and interdepen-
dence coefficients matrices on an aggregation level of six industries.
The more detailed matrices (NACE-CLIO R44) are available on magnetic tape
and obtainable at cost price.
The interdependence matrices give a rough but clear quantitative
idea about the development of the economic integration within the com-
munity. Starting from a parcel final demand products to the valua of
10.000 EUR in each region the interdependence-coefficients do not only
show the induced cumulated production value in the own but also the in-
duced cumulated production values in the other regions. Thus, the in-
terdependence matrices quantify the intra economic production relations
and their developments from 1959 to 1975 among the member countries of the
common market.
The interweaving of the interregional production structure
within the Community during 1959-1975 is slow, small in absolute terms,
but very steady in all industries and relatively strong, considering the
enormous national interests and sensitivenesses which often are staying
at right angles to each other.-z7-
Appendix I.
T~chnical coefficients matrices A and B of the interregional input-output
table~: for 1959, 1965, 1970 and 1975 aggregated at six branches and fiv~
regions.INPUT-OUTPUTTABLE EEC 'S9-'75 1NTERMEDIATE TRANSACTIONS{ TECHNICAL COEFFICIENTS ( ~1000 000)
(A-MATRIX)
6ERMANY FRANCE ITALY
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 l965 1970 1975
ROW 1 AGRICULTURE,FORESTRY AND FISH COIUMN 1 AGRICULTIPRE,FORESTRY AND FISH
GERMANY 19808 162691 227818 195980 0 115 209 205 64 23b 769 663
FRANCE 737 l455 3118 2225 300 246907 145716 143474 221 1119 1359 1529
ITALY 1747 2152 3143 2886 0 237 906 1570 2386D5 197884 184917 160619
NETHERL 2093 2933 4346 4576 0 325 831 912 i71 354 407 276
BLUE 205 494 624 889 0 263 646 645 52 108 157 96
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 24590 169725 239049 206556 300 247847 l48307 146805 239312 199701 187608 163182
ROW 2 FUEL AND POMER PRODUCTS COLUMN 1 AGRICULTl9RE,FORESTRY AND FISH
6ERMANY 30350 24499 25817 54133 236 0 79 4300 110 5 7 2217
FRANCE 127 524 45 2441 35477 17874 18786 78626 56 5 3 1244
ITALY 88 411 170 1236 76 0 144 1172 14767 11543 12400 46587
NETHERL 398 599 765 5383 35 0 21 2197 16 5 1 749
BLUE 102 165 88 2241 145 0 13 2218 33 5 2 451
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 31067 26198 26935 65435 35969 17874 19042 88513 14982 11564 12415 51248
RON 3 MANUFACTORIN6 PRODUCTS COLUMN i AGRICULTWRE,FORESTRY AND FISH
GERMANY 211928 197454 172554 136083 951 2609 6450 2206 642 984 4391 6407
FRANCE 1338 l199 2525 1757 155752 111489 140065 132696 3D1 1282 5075 4649
ITALY 230 924 1529 1166 17! 1184 1926 1113 57D~T~9 64350 75861 64897
NETHERL 686 1304 3378 1960 178 924 2309 735 2'DO 800 2138 1692
BLUE 837 592 1372 972 175 1214 3D41 1711 151 266 842 527
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------- ------
EEC 215019 201474 181358 141938 157228 117419 153791 138462 58352 67681 88306 78173
ROW 4 BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION COLUnN i AGRICULTI:RE,FORESTRY AND FISH
GERMANY 5574 8804 6781 8460 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FRANCE 0 0 0 4 9012 9995 8466 9084 D 0 0 0
ITALY 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 ~30 296 427 344
NETHERL 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0
BLUE 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 5574 8bD4 6781 8480 9012 9995 8466 9084 230 296 427 3441NPUT-OUTPUTTa.BLE EEC 'S9-'75 1NTERMEC~lATE TRANSACTIONSI TECHti]CAL COEFFICIENTS c~1000 OC~O)
(A-MATRlX)
6ERMANY FRANCE ITALY
1959 1965 1970 1975 l959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 9975
ROW 5 MARKET SERVICES COLUMN ! AGRICULTURE,FORESTRY AND FISH
GERMANY 55167 62277 88957 129273 0 604 0 0 152 56 42 71
FRANCE 50 105 507 540 60847 69948 49745 57250 152 37 27 53
ITALY 11 88 400 287 0 229 0 0 24401 33104 37578 50868
NETHERL 164 93 504 451 0 165 0 0 151 SS 10 23
BLUE 38 74 404 241 0 274 0 0 !51 10 9 12
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 55430 62636 90772 130793 60847 71220 49745 57250 25008 33222 37665 51028
ROM 6 NON-MARKET SERVICES COLUMN 1 AGRICULTURE,FORESTRY AND FISH
6ERMANY 2109 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FRANCE 0 0 0 O 110 0 0 D 0 0 0 0
ITALY 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 67 0 0
NETHERL 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
BLUE 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 2109 0 0 O 110 0 0 0 0 67 0 0
ROM 7 TOTAL INTERMEDIATE INPUTS COLUMN 1 AGRICULTURE,FORESTRY AND FISH
6ERMANY 325935 455726 521927 52393C) 1187 3328 6738 6711 968 1280 5208 9358
FRANCE 2252 3284 6246 6968 261498 456213 362777 421129 730 2443 6464 7475
ITALY 2076 3574 5242 5576 248 1650 2976 3854 335262 307244 311184 3i3316
NETHERL 3342 4929 8992 12379 213 1414 3161 3845 538 1174 2556 2740
BLUE 1182 1325 2489 4349 320 1751 3699 4575 387 389 1010 1086 .
EEC 333788 468837 544895 553203 263466 464355 379352 44D114 337884 312530 326421 3-~3975INPVT-OUTPUTTABLE EEC 'S9-'75 PRIMARY DEMANDi TECHN:CAL COEFFICIENTS ( ~1000 000)(B-MATRIX)
GERMANY F~ANCE ITALY
l959 1965 l970 1975 1959 1965 l970 1975 1959 l965 1970 1975
ROM 8 1MPORTS TH1RD COUN?RIES COLUMN 1 AGRICULTURE,FGRESTRV AND FISH
l2839 19906 31643 27502 15756 6843 17747 20211 13562 38735 38116 38632
ROM 9 DEPRECIATION
66802 70579 7d930 88443 57980 55545 0 0 53729 57935 73730 82409
ROM 10 1ND. TAXES MINUS SJ651DIES
3841 -7297 -21264 853 20018 12511 0 11683 151 3866 -28993 -3D376
ROW 11 IMPORT DUTIES INTRA EEC
10356 10312 0 13l24 1010 1465 2502 122 621 1411 56! 3229
ROM 12 WAGE INCOME
88605 67804 66233 65084 91845 55696 0 0 91731 SQ`6865 128251 170917
ROW 13 SOCIAL SECURITY CORTRIBUT10N5
9715 9809 0
ROM 14 NON-WAGE 1NCOME
0 13901 15856 D 0 l6156 6772 9187 14555
474054 360050 299'S64 251792 536022 387730 0 0 486164 4T1886 452727 376b59
ROW !5 6ROSS VALUE ADDED wT MARKETPRICES
643017 500945 423462 406171 719767 52733T 600400 539552 647932 647324 63490? 614164
ROM 16 TOTAL PRIMARY INPUTS
666212 537163 45~105 446798 736534 535645 62064B 5598B6 662116 6E7470 673579 656025INPUT OUTPUTTABLE EEC 'S9-'75 TOTAL VALUE OF PRODUCTION( TECHNICA'- COEFFICIENTS(~1000 OOOi
(A~B-MATRIX)
6ERMANY FRANCE ITALY
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
COLUMN i AGRICJLTURE,FORESTRY AND FISH
6ERMANY 991148 986889 977032 970728 11a7 3328 6738 6711 96D 1280 5208 9358
FRANCE 2252 3284 6246 6968 998032 991858 983426 981015 730 2443 6464 7475
ITALY 2076 3574 5242 5576 248 1650 2976 3854 997378 994714 984762 979341
NETHERL 3342 4929 8992 12379 213 1414 3161 3845 53a 1174 2556 2740
BLUE 1i82 1325 2469 4349 320 1751 3699 4575 387 389 1010 1086
EEC 1000000:DODOOOlODOD001000000100000010D00D0100000010000DO10000001000D001000000100~000
w
rINPUT-0'~TPUTTABLE EEC 'S9-'75 IMTERMEDIATE TRANSACTIONS; TECHNICAL COEFFICIENTS C~1000 000)
(A-MATRIX)
NETHERLANDS BLUE
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
ROW i AGRICULTURE,FORESTRY AND FISH COLUMN 1 AGRICULTURE,FORESTRY AND FISH
GERMANV 271 427 818 1367 945 1035 332 l315
FRANCE 197 623 2124 3938 4!4! 7026 9659 15215
ITALY 192 134 398 624 1421 1295 687 1568
NETHERL 143953 78090 75149 61282 7451 8152 2A87 9560
BLUE 688 547 1024 1600 2420B 110105 1092D7 84269
EEC 145300 79821 79514 68811 38166 127614 122372 111948
ROW 2 FUEL AND POWER PRODUCTS COLUMN 1 AGRICULTURE,FORESTRY AND FISH
GERMANY 2187 970 752 4694 1015 184 594 8556
FRANCE 547 209 279 1642 768 177 208 4934
ITALY 575 492 1131 594 177 272 146 1112
NETHERL 12686 10690 7275 48232 2640 633 1385 8581
BLUE 3703 1180 820 2590 14135 8760 15348 49962
EEC 19697 13541 10258 57750 18734 10027 17681 73145
ROW 3 MANUFACTORIN6 PRODUCTS COLUMN 1 AGRICULTURE,FORESTR!Y AND FISH
GERMANV 6625 5904 8520 8319 5959 9855 11167 7729
FRANCE 1076 1374 1959 1700 618D 8023 6588 7739
ITALV 394 819 1235 919 583 1936 ibB4 17b3
NETHERI 276843 293016 314200 282674 6886 f0630 8259 l0597
BLUE 4542 3917 5091 4394 202855 205915 305368 260674
EEC 289681 305030 331005 298007 222464 236359 333~66 288502
ROW 4 BUILDIN6 AND CONSTRUCTION COLUMN i AGRICULTURE,FORESTRY ANU FISH
GERMANY 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FRANCE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ITALV 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NETHERL 940b 10894 12440 13382 0 0 0 0
BLUE 0 0 0 0 1413 270 446 888
EEC 9406 10894 12440 13382 1413 270 446 888INPUT-OUTPUTTABLE EEC 'S9-'75 INTERMEDIATE TRAr.SACTIONS; TECHNICAL COEFzICIENTS (~1000 OOD)
(A-MATRIX)
NETHERLANDS BLUE
1959 l965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
ROM 5 MARKET SERVICES COLUMM 1 AGRICULTI:RE,FORESTRY AND FISH
GERMANY 0 Q 7! 43 141 339 515 871
FRANCE 0 [~ 7 12 353 262 378 695
ITALY 0 ~ 2 5 9 66 79 160
NETHERL 40166 450C11 54707 69085 2i2 260 311 797
BLUE 0 0 6b 22 602b4 5042b 74079 89678
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 40166 450Cf1 54852 69167 60979 51353 75363 92201
ROH 6 NON-MARKET SERVICES COLUMN 1 AGRICULTUi2E,FORESTRY AND FISH
GERMANY 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0
FRANCE 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0
ITALY 0 D 0 0 0 0 0 0
NETHERL 1341 1731 946 0 0 0 0 0
BLUE 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 1341 !73'1 946 0. 0 0 0 0
ROY 7 TOTAL INTERMEDIATE INPUTS COLUMN ! AGRICULTURE,FORESTRY AND FISH
6ERMANY 9282 73d1 10161 14424 8061 11413 12608 18472
FRANCE 1820 22db 4369 7291 l1442 15488 l6833 28583
ITALY 1161 14L4 2766 2141 2189 3569 2597 4603
NETHERL 484395 439422 464717 474655 l7189 19675 12441 29555
BLUE 8933 5644 7002 8606 302875 375476 504949 485471
EEC 505591 456017 489015 507117 341756 425621 549428 566684INPUT-OUTPUTTwBLE EEC 'S9-'75 PRIMARY DEMAND( TECHNICAL COEFFICIENTS (~1000 ODO)(B-MA'RIX)
NETHERLANDS BLUE
l959 1965 1970 1973 l959 1965 1970 1975
ROW 8 IMPORTS THIRD COUNTRIES COLUMN 1 AGRICULTURE,FORESTRY ANG FISH
13272 12116 13749 18323 30035 23149 19730 20944
ROW 9 DEPRECIATION
40617 38689 41467 50123 54958 45407 31970 t6530
ROW 10 IND. TAXES MINUS SUBSIDIES
-3?552 -102 18478 17259 -5659 -5535 -11075 -27737
ROW ii IMPORT DUTIES INTRA EEC
744 5396 3346 2222 13605 11563 17447 24184
ROW 12 WAGE INCOME
97 090 81552 64019 64971 57607 31980 22994 17899
ROW 13 SOCIAL SECURITY CONTRIBUTIONS
12094 9163 l1276 14328
ROW 14 NON-fWAGE INCOME
3D02 3225 2108 2683
36q144 397170 358650 325657 504697 464590 367397 348813
ROW 15 6ROS5 VALUE ADDED AT MARKETPRICES
48~393 526471 493889 47233b 614604 539667 413395 3b8189
ROW 16 TOTA- PRIMARY INPUTS
49~409 543983 510985 492883 658244 574379 450572 4~33161hLUT OUTPUTTABLE EEC 'S9-'75 TOTAL VALUE OF PRODUCTION{ TECHN]CAL COEFFIC'ENTS(~1000 ODD)
(A~B-MATRIX)
NETHÉRIANDS BLUE
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 l965 l970 1975
CO~UMN 1 A6RICULTURE,FORESTRY AND F1SH
GERMANY 9282 7301 10161 14424 8061 11413 12608 l8472
FRRNCE 1820 2206 4369 7291 11442 15488 16833 28583
ITALY 1161 1444 2766 2141 2189 3569 2597 4603
NETNERL 978804 983405 975702 967538 l7189 19675 l244! 29555
BLUE 8933 5644 7002 8606 961119 949855 95552! 9l8788
EEC l00000010000001000000100000010000001DOOOC010000001000000INPUT-OUTPUTTABLE EEC 'S9-'75 INTERMEDIAíE TRANSACTIONS( TECHNICAL COEFFICIENTS (~1000 OD7)
tA-MATRIX)
6ERMANY FRANCE ITALY
1959 1965 1970 1975 i959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 i975
ROM i AGRICULTURE,FORESTRY AND FISH COIUMN 2 FUEL AND POWER PRODUCTS
6ERMANY 4901 2664 71B 2882 0 0 0 2 0 1 2 28
FRANCE 36 69 25 17 ~613 1032 795 1282 0 4 3 64
ITALY 87 !02 25 23 0 0 0 i2 2007 317 90 i815
NETHERL 104 139 34 36 0 0 0 7 0 1 1 12
BLUE 10 23 5 7 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 4
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 5138 2997 806 2965 ~613 1032 795 1308 2007 324 96 1922
ROW 2 FUEL ANG POWER PRODUCTS COLUMN 2 FUEL AND PONER PRODUCTS
6ERMANY 263248 216309 179131 222788 11224 6673 9546 19037 7549 2018 5414 17043
FRANCE 2339 l535 2832 8114 1~3172 104204 107126 147891 561 219 893 7070
ITALY 537 831 4217 3963 397 1141 2091 3974 740604 62251 68743 297606
NETHERL 1915 1979 15066 18327 1717 1572 1520 6748 210 114 56 6860
BLUE 866 755 2402 6855 2191 1326 476 6199 396 76 49 2444
EEC 268906 221408 203648 26004B 13B700 114916 120759 183B49 149320 64678 75155 251024
ROM 3 MANUFACTORING PRODUCTS COLUMN 2 FUEL AND POMER PRODUCTS
6ERMANY 111083 B6582 61375 77225 1327 918 1211 2165 501 1948 3072 2658
FRANCE 543 671 1475 1485 6D668 51380 34891 43602 130 757 1098 1802
ITALY 133 432 887 974 229 365 345 1180 52244 30379 38643 41799
NETHERL 293 584 1515 1103 108 249 290 57S 91 452 600 468
BLUE 353 410 1071 1056 340 280 385 123~ 37 254 295 453
EEC 112405 88684 66323 81842 b2672 53192 37121 48755 53003 33790 43708 S71B2
ROW 4 BUILDINó AND CONSTRUCTION COLUMN 2 FUEL AND PONER PRODUCTS
GERMANY 5529 5432 9404 7849 0 0 0 C 0 0 0 0
FRANCE C, 36 0 4:8283 21997 198D8 1209: 0 0 D 0
ITALY C 30 0 ! 0 0 0 G 3865 8367 10793 6430
NETMERL C' 32 0 8 0 0 0 C 0 0 0 0
BLUE G 26 0 4 0 0 0 G 0 0 0 0
----- ------ ------ ------ ----- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 5529 5557 4404 7865 IB283 21997 l98D8 1209Z 3865 8367 10793 6430INPUT-:~UTPUTTABLE EEC 'S9-'75 INTERMEDIATE TRANSACTION-, TECHNICAL COEFFICIENTS (i1000 ODO)
(A-MATRIX)
GERMANY FRANC,E ITALY
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
ROW S MARKET SERVICE6 COLUrN 2 FUEL AND POWER PPODUCTS
GERMAN'1' 70618 67413 62900 68075 0 33 0 993 377 101 258 640
FRANCE 411 322 256 450 54491 59752 69879 77675 433 66 168 473
ITAIY 82 269 202 239 0 12 0 463 64863 29576 32182 53982
NETHERSL 1205 285 255 376 0 9 0 474 221 26 59 210
BLUE 295 227 204 201 0 15 D 506 214 19 54 109
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 72612 68516 63817 69341 54491 59821 69879 80110 66108 29789 32721 55414
ROW b NON-MARKET SERVICES COLUnN 2 FUEL AND POWER PPODUCTS
6ERMANY' 4835 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0
FRANCE 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0
ITALY 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 29 0 0
NETHER'~ 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 0 0
BLUE 22 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ----- ------ ------
EEC 4857 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 29 0 0
ROM T TOTAL INTERMEDI,ATE INPUTS COLUI'9N 2 FUEL AND POWER PRODUCTS
6ERMAMW 460214 378400 313528 378820 12550 7623 f 0757 22196 8427 4068 8746 20369
FRANCE 3330 2634 4588 10070 258227 238365 232499 282541 1125 lOhó 2162 9410
ITALY 840 1664 533L~ 5200 626 1518 2436 5629 263584 130920 150451 321632
NETHER'1 3517 3024 16870 19850 1825 1830 1809 7803 522 59~ 716 7550
BLUE 1546 1441 3682 8122 2531 1621 861 7944 647 349 399 3010
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ----- ------ ------
EEC 469447 387163 343998 422062 275759 250958 2.~8362 326113 274305 136977 162474 361972INPUT-OUTPUTTABLE EEC 'S9-'75 PRIMARY DEMAND; TECHNICAL COEFFICIENTS i~SODO 000)(B-nATRIX)
GERMANY FRANCE ITALY
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
ROM 8 IMPORTS THIRD COUNTRIES COLUMN 2 FUEL AND POWER PRODUCTS
66460 l01130 101011 142929 89829 136638 153252 218795 137205 205877 230504 285542
ROM 9 DEPRECIATION
67714 50471 83727 68243 108338 121729 0 0 119151 82860 87752 6080b
ROW !0 IND. TAXES MINUS SUBSIDIE8
74545 135971 187070 106155 219319 252105 0 87421 198609 340263 343505 12783~
ROW 11 IMPORT DUTIES INTRA EEC
l518 18544 0 22681 3254 1216 4475 360 3805 502 1219 816L
ROW 12 WAGE INCOME
169623 160593 l51008 170035 167419 125169 0 0 125923 99447 89175 9309a
ROW 13 SOCIAL SECURITY CONTRIBUTIONS
24306 31323 0 0 44191 48146 0 0 51252 47450 45287 47854
ROM 14 NON-MAGE INCOME
126387 114804 133186 67894 91891 64041 0 0 89751 86623 40084 1472i
ROM 15 6ROSS VALUE ADDED AT MARKETPRICES
462575 493163 554991 412327 631159 611189 593911 454732 584686 656644 605803 3443C2
ROM 16 TOTAL PRIMARY INPUTS
530553 612837 656D02 577938 7242:1 749042 751638 673887 72~695 863023 837526 6380-8INPUT OUTPUTTABLE EEC 'S9-'75 TO?AL VALUE OF PRODUCTION( TECHNICAL COEFFICIENTS(i:D00 000~
(AiB-MATRIX)
GERMANY FRANCE ITAC.Y
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 9970 1475
COLUMN 2 FUEL AND POWER PRODUCTS
GERMANY 990767 991238 969530 956758 12550 7623 10757 22196 8427 4068 8746 20369
FRANCE 3330 2634 4588 10070 982468 987407 984137 956428 1125 1046 2162 9410
ITALY 840 1664 5330 5200 626 1518 2436 5629 989279 993942 987977 959661
NETHERL 3517 3024 16870 19B50 1825 1830 1809 7803 522 594 716 7550
BLUE 154b 1441 36B2 E122 2531 1621 861 7944 647 349 399 3010
EEC 100000010000001000000100000010000001000000100000010000001000000100000010CDOOO1000D001NPUT-pUTPUTTABLE EEC 'S9-'75 INTERMEDIATE TRANSACTIONS( TECHNICAL COEFF3CIENTS (~1000 000)
(A-MATRIX)
NETHERLANDS BLUE
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
ROW 1 AGRICULTURE~FOREBTRY AND FISH COLUMN 2 FUEL AND P~WER PRODUCTS
6ERMANY 96 101 0 19 15 1 0 6
FRANCE 72 147 0 54 58 9 0 70
ITALY 66 31 0 9 19 2 0 7
NETHERL 1265 1225 142 307 102 11 0 44
BLUE 246 129 0 22 5351 4422 2118 465
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 1744 1633 142 411 5545 L445 2118 593
XZOW 2 FUEL AND POWER PRODUCTS COLUMN 2 FUEL AND POWER PRODUCTS
6ERMANY 24523 21433 5544 23350 13899 10525 9733 45995
FRANCE 2050 1760 736 8186 3324 852 1667 22345
ITALV 2104 2051 2146 2858 467 617 533 4655
NETHERL 157527 104927 143870 196542 7883 5523 11663 44688
9LUE 17234 8370 1850 12576 200272 161883 120324 101532
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 203438 138541 154146 245512 225845 179401 14392D 219214
FOW 3 MANUFACTORING PRODUCTS COLUMN 2 FUEL AND P~WER PRODUCTS
6ERMANY 7433 8552 8927 5439 5953 6768 8D00 7884
FRANCE 1121 1750 2033 1095 4471 L907 4023 biii
1TALY 330 954 1141 626 471 1074 1047 1498
NETHERL 53560 45182 39688 27190 3582 3979 3545 5657
ELUE 4772 4123 3988 2899 50b55 25 732 17125 33136
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ -- --- ------ ------
EEC 67215 60561 55776 37250 65133 42459 33740 54285
~OW 4 BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION COLUMN 2 FUEL ANU PJWER PRODUCTS
GERMANY 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FRANCE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ITALY 0 0 0 U 0 0 0 0
NETHERL 9195 11840 8859 6845 0 0 0 0
BLUE 0 0 0 0 2722 3609 5788 6965
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ -- --- ------ ------
EEC 9195 11840 8859 6845 2722 3609 5188 6965INPUT-OUTPUTTS,BLE EEC 'S9-'75 INTERME:IATE TRAr~SACTIONS( TECHti1CAL COEFFICIENTS (~IOOG D00)
(A-MATRII)
NETHERLANDS BLUE
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
ROW 5 MARKET SERVICES COLUMN 2 FUEL AND POWER PRODUCTS
6ERMANY 0 0 4486 2007 282 1675 1198 2127
FRANCE 0 0 1302 5~D 607 1293 878 1697
ITALY 0 0 755 237 83 329 185 390
NETHERL 35217 31165 15946 3024.é 389 1274 724 1948
BLUE 0 0 3095 1031~ 51933 47603 37544 46713
EEC 35217 31165 25585 3406L 53294 52174 40528 52876
ROW 6 NON-r1ARKET SERVICES COLUMN 2 FUEL AND POWER PRODUCT6
6ERMANY 0 C~ 0 O 0 0 0 0
FRANCE 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0
ITALY 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0
NETHERL l894 1905 2268 O 0 0 0 0
BLUE 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0
------ -----~ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 1894 1905 2268 O 0 0 0 0
ROW 7 T0T11~ INTERMEDiATE INPUTS COLUMN 2 FUEL AND POWER PRODUCTS
6ERMANY 32052 3008á 18957 3081ó 20149 l8969 iB931 Sé012
FRANCE 3243 3657 4072 987ó 8461 7061 6568 3D223
ITAIY ~500 3036 4041 3729 1040 2021 1765 6550
NETHERL 258659 196244 210772 263130 !l955 iD787 15932 52337
BLUE 22251 12622 B933 16532 310932 243249 182298 ib8811
EEC 318705 245645 246775 32408: 352538 282087 225494 333933INPUT-OUTPUTTABLE EEC 'S9-'73 PRIMARY DEMAND( TECHNICAL COEFFICIENTS (t1000 GDO)(B-MATRIX)
NETHERIA,NDS BLUE
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
ROY 8 iMPORTS THIRD COUNTRIES CO~UMN 2 FUEL AND POWER PRODUCTB
240406 269461 28E164 267944 l54953 175815 231ó4T 274496
ROW 9 DEPRECIATION
79096 97169 75266 59399 93485 72452 71631 68106
ROW SO IND. TAXES MINUS S(~SIDIES
74325 107512 106875 43184 71883 142396 171119 65861
ROW 11 IMPORT DUTIES INTRA EEC
7613 13881 13fi78 20243 21301 26030 48777 33616
ROY 12 WAGE INCOME
l46438 148340 9C'999 82749 231517 204B69 136258 139007
ROW 13 SOCIAL SECURITY COKTRIBUTIONS
30020 31981 2IB28 22701 36576 42905 36314 33331
ROW 14 NON-WA6E INCOME
103398 86010 15á~i4 179699 37747 53446 78760 51151
ROW 15 6ROSS VALUE ADDED Ri MARKETPRICES
433276 471013 45i382 387731 471207 516068 494D82 357456
ROW 16 TOTAL PRIMARY INPUTS
681295 754355 753225 675919 b47462 717913 774506 666067INPUT OUTPUTTABLE EEC 'S9-'75 TOTAL VALUE OF PRODUCTION{ TECHNICA- COEFFICIENTS(~1000 000)
(AtB-MATRIX)
NETHERLANDS BLUE
1959 1965 1470 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
COLUMN 2 FUEL A~D POWER PRODUCTS
GERMANY 32052 30086 18957 30816 20149 18969 18931 56012
FRANCE 3243 3657 4072 9876 8461 7061 6568 30223
ITALY 2500 3036 4041 3729 1040 2021 1765 6550
NETHERL 939954 950599 963997 939049 11955 10787 15932 52337
BLUE 22251 12622 8933 16532 958394 96l162 956805 854878
EEC 10000001GOOOOO1000000100000010000D0700000010000001000000INPUT-OJTPUTTABLE EEC 'S9-'75 I~TERMEDIATE TRANSACTIONS; TECHNICAL COEFFICIENTS c~1000 000)
(A-MATRIX)
GERMANY FRANCE ITALY
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
ROW i AGRICULTURE~FORESTRY AMD FiSH COLUMM 3 MANUFACTORING PROD"LCTS
6ERMANY 57552 56880 44205 45903 139 180 95 144 359 452 1418 1799
FRANCE 346 527 1859 621 116546 90269 83960 93828 1265 2143 2507 4148
ITALY 828 779 1874 805 321 371 L13 1105 109104 86195 70857 65987
NETHERL 992 1062 259! 1276 297 508 378 642 974 678 750 748
BLUE 97 179 372 248 141 411 294 454 298 207 290 260
EEC 59818 59428 50901 48853 117443 91739 85140 96175 112000 89675 75822 72943
ROW 2 FUEL AND POWER PRODUCTS COLUMM 3 MANUFACTORING PROD'LCTS
GERMANr 51726 35627 31352 56844 2322 i203 863 3596 653 210 i36 3020
FRANCE 1132 299 103 1316 45192 33496 27380 46223 252 39 103 1729
ITALY 190 229 121 619 205 2 117 656 37230 37988 38189 64692
NETHERL 416 372 874 2548 420 310 73 1349 82 42 16 1030
BLUE 143 105 87 1184 388 96 37 1245 208 27 25 607
EEC 53607 36632 32541 62511 48527 35106 28470 53069 38425 38305 3847D 71077
ROW 3 MANUFACTORIN6 PRODUCTS COLUMf~ 3 MANUFACTORING PRODdJCTS
GERMANY 295678 313493 343493 333241 8427 11008 18723 15629 10755 11960 17771 12766
FRANCE 6903 8577 10009 7930 253270 285390 257330 21D839 5238 7274 11645 10902
ITAIY 3112 5488 6505 6227 1869 3951 6552 6779 363393 312290 274233 285727
NETHERL 5229 5636 8936 5730 1572 2335 4b91 3787 1608 3077 5048 3213
BLUE 48D0 7173 10223 6598 4602 7181 12714 10514 1787 2746 4881 3255
EEC 315721 340367 3791b6 359726 269740 309864 300009 247548 382781 337346 313579 315862
ROW 4 BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION COLUMh 3 MANUFACTORING PROCllCTS
GERMANV 1363 236 2671 841 0 0 0 0 0 C 0 0
FRANCE 8 0 0 1 5340 9695 3518 3t42 0 G 0 0
ITALY 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1322 ]52C 3033 2965
NETHERL 8 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
BLUE 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 1383 236 2671 843 5340 9b95 3518 3142 1322 152C 3033 29651NPUT-OUTPUTTABLE EEC 'S9-'75 INTERMEDIATE TRANSACTIONS; TECHNICAL CCEFFICIENTS (~1000 000)
(A-MATRIX)
6ERMANY FRANCE ITALY
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
ROW 5 MARKET SERVICES COLUMN 3 MANUFACTORING PRODUCTS
6ERMANY 83681 80822 95365 95834 31 862 525 588 257 2190 2524 2357
FRANCE 361 64i 802 638 66600 81926 91501 96310 258 2011 2628 1744
ITALY 122 443 598 339 20 321 176 274 50904 67583 80117 85826
NETHERL 854 615 959 533 0 258 149 281 i29 SSO 207 773
BLUE 309 477 685 285 O 479 466 300 131 i53 181 402
EEC 85347 82997 98409 97629 66651 83849 92817 97753 5i679 72047 85657 91102
ROW 6 NON-MARKET SERVICES COLUMN 3 MANUFACTORING PRODUCTS
6ERMANY 3855 0 0 0 O D 0 0 0 0 0 0
FRANCE 4 0 0 0 723 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ITALY 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 104 0 0
NETHERL 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
BLUE 0 0 0 0 D 0 0 D 0 0 0 0
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ----- ------ ------ ------
EEC 3863 0 0 0 723 0 0 0 0 104 0 0
ROM 7 TOTAL INTERl1EDIATE INPUTS COLUMN 3 MANUFACTORIN6 PRODUCTS
6ERMANY 493856 487059 5i7086 532664 10919 13253 20206 19957 12025 14811 21850 i9942
FRANCE 8776 10044 12773 10505 487671 500778 463689 450342 7013 11467 i6882 18523
ITALY 4256 6939 9097 . 7991 2414 4645 7258 8814 561953 505680 466429 505196
NETHERL 7499 7686 13365 10088 2289 3410 529! 6059 2792 3907 6022 5764
BLUE 5352 7933 11367 8316 5131 8167 13511 12513 2424 3132 5377 4524
EEC 519738 519661 563688 569563 508424 530252 509955 497686 5L~6207 538997 516561 5539491NPUT-OUTPJTTABLE EEC 'S9-'75 PRIMARV DEMAND~ TECHNICAL COEFFICIENTS ( ~1000 000)(B-MATRIX)
6ERMANY FRANCE ITALY
l959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 l959 i965 i970 1975
ROW 8 I~PORTS THIRD COUNTRIES COLUMN 3 MANUFACTORING PRODUC7b
82864 70536 54350 57615 56636 50087 53059 50429 68184 75553 ~6067 72984
ROW 9 DEPRECIATION
32067 42953 41857 37592 34251 43190 O 0 33434 33740 31255 38843
ROW 10 IwD. TAXES MINUS 5UBS1DIE5
63367 53617 42511 44102 90959 91321 O 29588 51425 4888D 40503 l7196
ROW 11 I~PORT DUTIES INTRA EEC
2603 3222 0 d216 7084 11546 16682 409 5008 5115 7040 9166
ROW 12 M~6E 1NCOME
172009 197778 216554 238021 170438 165693 O 0 107452 146363 1~9065 171073
ROW 13 SOCIAL SECURITY CONTRIBUTIONS
18959 24382 0 0 38323 48324 O 0 39973 63186 7B557 81406
ROW 14 NON-WAGE INCOME
108352 87852 81039 44892 93884 59585 O 0 108318 88167 6D953 55382
ROW 15 6~OSS VALUE ADDED AT MARKETPRICES
394774 406582 381961 364607 427856 408114 420303 451476 340602 380336 35~0332 363901
ROW 16 TC)TAL PRIMARY INPUTS
480262 4B0339 436312 43J437 491576 469748 49D045 502314 413793 461003 483439 446051INPUT OUTPUTTABLE EEC 'S9-'75 TOTAL VALUE OF P~DDUCTIONi TECHNICAL COEFF~CIENTS(t1000 000)
(AtB-MATR11)
6ERMANY FRANCE ITALY
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 :965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
COIUMN 3 MANUFACTORIMG PRODUCTS
t! 6ERMANY 974118 967398 953398 963101 10919 13253 20206 19957 12025 14811 21B50 19942
FRANCE 8776 10044 12773 10505 979247 97D526 953734 952656 7013 11467 16882 18523
ITALY 4256 6939 9097 7991 2414 4645 7258 8814 975746 966683 949868 951248
NETHERL 7499 7686 13365 10088 2289 3410 5291 6059 2792 3907 6022 5764
SLUE 5352 7933 11367 831b 5131 8167 13511 12513 2424 3132 5377 4524
EEC SOOOOO0100000010000001000000100DOOO10C~DOOOIOOOOOOSOOOODOIOOOOOD~ OD000010000001000000INPUT-OUTPUTTABLE EEC 'S9-'75 INTERMEGIATE TRANSACTIONS{ TECHNICAL COEFFICIENTS (~1000 000)
(A-MATRIX)
NETHERLAND6 BLUE
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
ROW 1 AGRICULTURE~FORESTRV AND FISM COLUMN 3 MANUFACTORING PRODUCTS
GERMANY 792 1326 1349 1075 227 356 347 70!
FRANCE 576 1936 3501 3096 1006 2418 10090 8115
ITALY 567 415 657 440 344 446 718 836
NETHERL 99790 100296 99659 107382 l805 2806 2598 5109
BLUE 2012 1699 1687 1258 73159 58526 56032 ó0311
EEC 103737 105672 106853 113301 76541 64553 69784 75073
ROW 2 FUEL AND POWER PROOUCTS COLUMN 3 MANUFACTORIN6 PRODUCTS
6ERMANV 2698 979 861 7126 1319 987 1995 8720
FRANCE 457 173 201 2535 4504 222 371 4879
ITALY 315 388 739 757 164 334 !90 ~023
NETHERL 2L633 24836 24355 31385 1639 971 2688 9826
BLUE 2773 969 563 3455 43165 32287 29997 42122
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 3C1877 27345 26719 45256 50791 34801 35241 66571
ROW 3 MANUFACTORING PRODUCTS COLUMN 3 MANUFACTORIN6 PRODUCTS
6ERMANY 3G788 48504 65769 68034 25952 40544 60773 59358
FRANCE 6752 11372 l6257 15539 24475 38321 40756 44655
ITALY 2847 7639 9248 8424 3904 7429 8408 9559
NETHERI 257036 l81865 148756 132014 23213 27068 34016 33935
BLUE 35325 42350 46571 36844 287268 232111 151920 1271b3
EEC 33E748 291730 286601 26086C! 364817 345473 295873 27h669
ROW 4 BUIIC-IN6 AND CONSTRUCTION COLUMN 3 MANUFACTORING PRODUCTS
GERMANY 0 0 0 C 0 0 0 0
FRANCE 0 0 0 C~ 0 0 0 0
ITALY 0 D 0 C 0 0 0 0
NETHERL 5018 6666 8103 1165~ 0 0 0 0
BLUE 0 0 0 C? 2313 3128 3119 3163
----- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 5018 6666 8103 11654 2313 3128 3119 3163INPI:'-OUTPUTTABLE EEC 'S9-'75 INTERMEOIATE TRANSACTIGNS~ TECHNICAL COEFFICIENTS (~5000 000)
(A-MATRIX)
NETHERLANDS BLUE
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
ROW S MARKET SERVICES COLUMN 3 MANUFACTORING FRODUCTS
6ERhANY 0 541 1771 1221 100 2693 4721 3803
FRANCE 0 118 341 328 260 2166 3654 3035
ITALII 0 23 !66 144 2 441 542 698
NETHERL 50321 56590 55040 60494 134 2288 2511 3483
BLUE 0 374 iL50 629 50289 63865 57730 68336
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC SD321 57647 58768 62816 50784 71453 69157 79355
ROW b NON-MARKET SERVICES COLUMN 3 MANUFACTORING FRODUCTS
GERMANY 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FRANCE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ITALY 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NETHERL 27 1416 546 0 0 0 0 0
BLUE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 27 1416 546 0 0 0 0 0
ROM 7 TOTAL INTERMEDIATE INPUTS COLUMN 3 MANUFACTORIN6 FRODUCTS
fiERM~NY 40278 5135i 69750 77456 27597 44580 67835 72583
FRANCE 7785 13598 20300 21497 30245 43128 54870 60683
ITALd 3729 8465 10810 9814 4419 8651 9858 12116
NETHERL 436827 371669 336459 342940 26791 33132 41813 52353
BLUE 40110 45392 50270 42185 456194 389917 298798 301094
EEC 528729 490476 487590 493892 545247 519408 ti73174 498830INPUT-OUTPUTTABLE EEC 'S9-'75 PRIMARY DEMAhD( TECNNICAL COEFFICIENTS ~~1000 000)(B-MATRIX)
NETNERLANDS BLUE
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 l975
ROW 8 IMPORTS THIRD COUNTRIES COLUMN 3 MANUFACTyRING PRODUCTB
1393b2 129469 124139 129681 120395 133078 146614 124247
ROW 9 DEPRECIATION
25043 27435 29799 30992 353b0 39837 46668 4D019
ROW 10 IND. TAXES MINUS SU85IDIES
40871 31807 16672 12978 36251 33422 25394 9255
ROW it IMPORT DUTIES INTRA EEC
8408 20070 33572 55653 167D4 21433 25578 49124
ROW 12 WAGE INCOAE
137194 175217 l76338 182713 146525 165675 167696 200470
ROW 13 SOCIAL SECURITY CONTRIBUTIONS
20711 30105 40186 50482 21a35 34760 42175 51270
ROW 14 NON-WAGE 3NCOME
49682 95422 91704 43609 77882 52387 72701 26784
ROW 15 GROSS VALUE ADDED AT MARKETPRICES
323501 359986 354699 320774 317654 326081 354634 327799
ROW 16 TOTAL PRI~ARY 1NPUTS
471271 SD9524 512410 SD6108 454ï53 480592 526826 501170INPUT O~TPUTTABLE EEC 'S9-'75 T4TAL VALUE OF PRODUCTION( T~~HNICAL COEFFICIENT5~~1000 000)
(A~B-MATRIX)
NETHERLANDS BLUE
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
COLUMN 3 MANUFACTORING PRODUC7S
GERMANY 40278 51351 69750 77456 27597 44580 b7835 72583
FRANCE 7785 13598 20300 21497 30245 43128 54870 60683
ITALY 3729 8465 10810 9814 h419 8651 9858 12116
NETHERL 908098 881193 848869 849048 2679! 33132 41813 52353
BLUE 40110 45392 50270 42185 910947 870509 825624 802264
EEC 1000000100000010000001D00000100000010000001000000~000000INPUT-OUTPUTTABLE -EC 'S9-'75 INTERMEDIATE TRANSACTIONS; TECHNICAL COEFFICIENTS c~1C00 OOOr
(A-MATRIX)
GERMANY FRANCE ITALY
1959 1965 1970 1975 19~9 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
RON 1 AGRICULTURE,FORESTRY AND FISH COLUhN 4 BUIL'ING AND CONSTRUCTION
GERnANY 4079 3938 169 1745 0 0 0 0 10 3 6 4
FRANCE 0 3 1 1 a20 2194 0 O 34 15 11 8
ITAIV 0 4 1 2 0 0 0 0 312 636 283 292
NETHERL 0 5 1 3 0 0 0 0 24 5 3 2
BLUE O 1 O 0 0 0 0 0 7 1 1 1
-- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 4079 3950 t73 1751 920 2194 0 0 387 661 305 306
RON 2 FUEL AND PONER PRODUCTS COLUMN 4 BUIL~ING AND CONSTRUCTION
GERMANY 157656 7926 7620 22867 2797 45 157 581 1347 0 8 1064
FRANCE 1446 225 37 396 129785 19138 19231 33500 561 0 13 594
ITALV 582 176 63 271 518 105 187 134 205392 15954 11381 26594
NETHERL 1849 257 325 1499 381 26 33 190 155 0 0 361
BLUE 658 71 35 368 SE51 8 18 167 556 0 0 216
------ ------ --'--- ----- ---- - ------ - - - ------ - - - - --- - ---- - ------
EEC 162192 8656 8080 25402 134631 19321 19626 34571 208011 15954 11403 28828
RON 3 MANUFACTORING PRODUCTS COLUMN 4 BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION
GERMANY 140000 327533 327782 361372 Ai54 9447 13580 10448 3492 6719 9668 6131
FRANCE 1270 3208 4450 5270 200~37 278907 264016 196477 1560 3152 4782 3371
ITALV 197 2387 3729 4971 906 3593 5337 5035 179271 303728 3t0466 311572
NETHERL 583 1990 3549 3848 610 1603 2t66 1607 467 1145 1648 795
BLUE 751 2027 3979 4t33 2679 5218 8285 5350 466 1379 2193 997
'----- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 142801 337145 343489 379595 21C686 298769 293383 218917 185276 316124 328758 322866
ROM 4 BUILDiN6 AND CONSTRUCTION COLUMN 4 BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION
GERMANY 19421 0 1913 7027 0
FRANCE 5t 375 411 689 0
ITALV 0 313 325 137 0
NETHERL 51 331 409 1940 0
BLUE 20 264 327 1048 0
------ ------ ------ ------ ----`- -
EEC 19544 t283 3385 11042 0
0 0 O 0 0 0 0
0 1689 1386 0 D 0 0
0 0 D 0 0 1126 53t3
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 O D 0 0 0
--- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ - ----
0 1689 1386 0 0 1126 5313INPUT-OUTP-TTABLE EEC 'S9-'75 INTE~MEDIATE TRANSACTIONS( TECHNICAL COEFFICIENTS (~1000 000)
( A-MATRIX)
GERMANY FRANCE ITALr
1959 1965 f470 1975 1959 1965 1970 f975 1959 f965 f970 f975
ROW 5 1'~,RKET SERVICES COLUMN 4 BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION
GERMANY 76011 129496 82083 123780 0 8T 1857 4609 2 14 11 137
FRANCE 29 77 f73 424 1f2253 l32470 135695 131227 2 9 7 f01
ITALY 6 64 137 226 195 33 764 2]50 88482 78307 80597 84534
NETHERL 94 68 172 354 0 24 526 2200 2 4 3 45
BLUE 22 54 f38 190 0 40 SD30 235f 0 3 2 23
EEC 7b163 f29760 82704 12ti974 f12449 132653 139873 142537 88489 78336 8~620 84840
ROW b N~~N-MARKET SERVICES COLUMN 4 BUILDIN6 AND CONSTRUC7ION
GERMANY 2587 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0
FRANCE 0 0 0 0 ó14 0 O 0 0 0 0 0
ITALV 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 535 0 0
NETHERL 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0
BLUE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ----- ------
EEC 2587 0 0 0 614 0 O 0 0 535 0 0
ROW 7 TOTAL 1NTERMEDIATE INPUTS COLUMN 4 BUILDING AND CONSTRUC7ION
6ERMANY 399755 468894 419568 516792 9251 9579 15594 ]5638 4852 6736 9693 7335
FRANCE 2798 3887 5073 698f 442906 432708 420631 362590 2157 3176 4813 4074
ITALY 785 2945 4254 5607 1620 3731 6289 7319 473456 399f61 403854 428305
NETHERL 2577 2652 4456 7644 99f l653 2725 3997 648 1154 1654 1202
BLUE 1451 2417 4480 5740 4530 5266 9333 7867 1050 1384 2f97 f236
EEC 407366 480795 437831 542764 459299 452937 454572 397410 482163 411610 422212 442153INPUT-OUTPUTTABLE EEC 'S9-'75 PRIMARY DEMAND{ TECHNICAL COEFFICIENTS (f10~0 000)(B-MATRIX)
6ERMANY FRANCE 1TALY
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
ROW 8 IMPORTS THIRD COUNTRIES COLUMN 4 BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION
10654 14229 21784 31774 8250 13222 22351 23485 8828 8969 15314 13087
ROW 9 DEPRECIATION
28402 27879 34755 26776 17613 32~89 0 0 42853 18115 14600 252B6
ROW 10 IND. TAXES MINUS SUBSIDIES
60700 44486 73295 57082 58913 61858 0 109234 25066 27053 29386 29807
ROW ti 1MPORT DUTIES IhTRA EEC
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ROW 12 WAGE 1NCOME
325358 268805 302188 257301 224284 2l6693 0 0 237440 214285 190157 219201
ROW 13 SOCIAL SECURITY CONTRIBUTIONS
35434 35831 0 0 57910 74609 0 0 94057 83194 97370 101547
ROW 14 NON-WAGE 1NCOME
132086 127974 13014B 84303 173731 14ED92 0 0 109594 236773 230461 168919
ROW 15 6ROSS VALUE ADDED AT MARKETPRICES
581980 504976 540385 425462 532451 533841 523078 579105 509009 579421 562475 544760
ROW 16 TOTAL PRIMARY 1hPUTS
592634 519205 562169 457236 540701 547063 545428 602590 517837 588390 57778B 5578471NPUT OUTPUTTAELE EEC 'S9-'75 TOTAL V~~~UE OF PRODUCTIONi TECHRICAL COEFFICIENTS(~3000 DDO)
( A~B-MATRIX)
6ERMANY FRANCE ITALY
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 l975 1959 1965 1970 1975
COLUMN 4 BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION
6ERMANY 992389 988098 9B1737 974028 9255 9579 15594 15638 4852 673b 9693 7335
FRANCE 2798 3887 5073 6981 983609 979771 966059 965179 2157 3176 4813 4074
ITALY 785 2945 4254 5607 i620 3731 6289 7319 991293 987550 981642 986152
NETHERL 2577 2652 4456 7644 991 1653 2725 3997 648 1154 1654 1202
BLUE iL51 2417 4480 5740 4530 5266 9333 7867 1050 1384 2197 1236
EEC 1000700f00000010000001000000100000010000001000000100CD0010000001000000100000C]000000INPLT-OUTPUTTABLE EEC 'S9-'75 INTERMEDIATE TRANSACTIC~ISi TECHNICAI COEFFICIEaTS (~1000 000)
(A-MATRIX)
NETHERLAAIDS BLLE
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 19b5 1970 1975
ROM 1 AGRICUITURE~FORESTRY AND FISN COLUMN 4 BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION
6ER1sANY 100 278 !98 84 0 15 0 0
FRAIXLE 75 405 513 243 0 102 0 0
ITAI.r 69 87 96 39 0 19 0 0
NETHB:RL 0 692 0 0 0 ii9 0 0
BLUE 257 356 247 99 0 398 0 0
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 502 1817 i054 465 0 652 0 0
ROM 2 FUEL AND POWER PRODUCTS COLUMN 4 BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION
6ERn.ANY 12899 3633 69i 6088 5409 555 346 ló7i
FRANCE 2556 883 334 2100 4485 292 192 813
ITALY 1520 2140 1402 871 749 447 164 203
NETFHERL 120134 16096 16285 31586 6639 1100 1067 1807
BLUE l6466 5027 1000 3694 127691 9596 12035 15746
EEC 153574 27778 19711 44339 144973 11991 138D4 20240
ROW 3 MANUFACTORING PRODUCTS COLUMN 4 BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION
GERn.ANY 28084 40683 64475 50343 17886 28269 39579 35521
FRANCE 3944 7667 11490 9037 10100 26930 25943 27861
ITALY 747 3581 6393 5085 1192 4953 5372 6288
NETk1ERL l42434 260384 254980 194146 11995 19227 22932 25664
BLUE 21132 30191 41601 2b136 192305 273606 253730 246121
EEC 196340 342506 378940 284746 233478 352984 347556 341454
ROW 4 BUILDING AND CONSTRJCTION COLUMN 4 BUILDIN6 AND CONSTRUCTION
GER!~ANY 0 2073 0 0 0 0 0 0
F RAh CE 0 532 0 0 0 0 0 0
ITA;Y 0 348 0 0 0 0 0 0
NETrERL 73713 0 0 69762 0 0 0 0
BLUE 0 1719 0 0 0 0 0 0
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 73713 4673 0 64762 0 0 0 0IHPUT-OUTPUTTABLE EEC 'S9-'75 INTERMEDIATE TRANSACTIONS~ TECHNICAL COEFFICIENTS (~1000 ODO)
(A-MATRIX)
NETHERLANDS BLUE
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
ROM 5 MARKET SERVICES COLUMN 4 BUILDING AND CON5TRUCTION
6ERMANY O 0 4342 2744 458 985 653 1052
FRANCE 0 0 1261 738 l329 761 479 839
ITALY O 0 730 323 15 194 101 193
NETHERL 56902 114486 67039 69168 779 750 394 963
BLUE O 0 2996 l414 83951 103591 87189 118D45
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 56902 114486 76368 74387 8~533 106280 88815 121092
ROW 6 NON-MARKET SERVICES COLUMN 4 BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION
6ERMANY 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FRANCE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q
ITALY 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a
NETHERL 163 779 SBO 0 0 0 0 C
BLUE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 G
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 163 779 580 0 0 0 0 0
ROW 7 TOTAL INTERMEDIATE INPUTS COLUMN 4 BUILOING AND CONSTRUCTION
6ERMANY 41083 4óbbb 69706 59259 23753 29825 40578 38243
FRANCE 6575 4487 13597 12118 15915 28085 26ói3 29513
ITALY 2336 6156 8622 6318 II956 5612 5637 6684
NETHERL 393346 392437 338885 364662 1~414 21196 24393 28434
BLUE 37855 37292 45843 31343 403947 387191 352954 379912
------ ------ ------ ------ - ---- ------ ------ ------
EEC 481195 492039 476652 473699 46w985 471908 450176 48278~INPUT-GUTPUTTABLE EEC 'S9-'75 FFIMARY DEMANDI TECHNICAL COEFFICIENTS (s1000 ODC)(B-MATRIX)
NETHERLANDS BLUE
1959 1965 l970 1975 l959 1965 l970 l975
ROW 8 IMPORTS THIRD COUNTRIES COLUMN 4 BUILDIN6 AND CONSTRUCTION
63709 63084 59186 5937! 40134 39785 45951 45439
ROW 9 DEPRECIATION
i3144 l4365 16075 17515 25694 3314! 35861 21376
ROW !0 IND. TAXES MINUS SUBSIDIES
32446 28384 43481 69673 34259 40254 52524 2971!
ROW il IMPORT DUTIES INTRA EEC
0 0 O 0 0 0 0 3164
ROW 12 WAGE INCOME
220976 243423 278065 251262 260738 223716 22~ 246 184820
ROW 13 SOCIAL SECURITY CONTRIBUTIONS
35607 52700 7594t 81725 33953 71310 d2577 8292B
ROM !4 NON-WAGE INCOME
152921 106006 5059b 46755 140237 119887 10:3bbb 149775
ROW 15 6ROSS VALUE ADDED AT rARKETPRICES
455096 444877 46416: 466930 494881 488307 5C3874 468611
ROW ib TOTAL PRIMARY INPUTS
518805 507961 523348 526301 535015 528092 5~9824 517214INPUT OUTPUTTABLE EEC 'S9-'75 TOTAL VALUE OF PRODUCTION; TECHNICAL C:~EFFICIENTS(~5000 000)
(AtB-MATFIX)
METHERLANDS BLUE
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
COLUMN 4 BUILDIN6 AND CONSTRUCTION
GERMANY 41083 46666 69706 59259 23753 29825 40578 38243
FRANCE 6575 9487 13597 12118 15915 28085 26613 29513
ITALY 2336 á156 8622 6318 1956 5612 5637 6684
NETHERL 912151 900398 862232 890963 19414 21196 24393 28434
BLUE 37855 37292 45843 31343 938962 915283 902779 847126
EEC 10000001DOGOOOSD0000010000001000006100DOOO1D000001000000INPUT-OUTPUTTABLE EEC 'S9-'75 INTERMEDIATE TRANSACTIONSt TECHNICAL COEFFICIENTS ( ~1000 000)
(A-MATRIX)
6ERMANY FRANCE ITA~V
1959 1965 1970 l975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 19b5 l970 1975
ROW 1 I46RICULTURE~FORESTRV AND FISH COLUMN 5 MARKET SERVICES
6ERMANY 285 1528 3363 8391 0 50 30 17 2 14 18 36
FRANCE 0 135 108 107 122 7816 6543 3865 11 68 33 83
ITALY 0 199 109 139 0 !02 130 134 1512 5512 4620 7022
NETHERL 0 271 151 221 0 140 120 78 9 22 10 15
BLUE 0 46 22 43 0 113 93 55 2 7 4 5
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 285 2179 3753 8902 122 8221 6916 4149 1537 5622 4685 7161
ROW 2 FUEL AND POWER PRODUCTS COLUMN 5 MARKET SERVICES
6ERMANY 27809 23973 30533 39119 456 220 83 497 666 86 174 832
FRANCE 166 545 92 514 42417 29834 22476 30407 371 50 74 391
ITALY 136 425 !53 401 140 399 186 131 46769 42513 36212 44802
NETHERL 597 627 694 2379 73 112 27 180 112 47 23 272
BLUE 154 174 83 480 87 38 16 162 82 40 37 14b
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ----- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 28863 25744 31555 42894 43173 30604 22787 31378 48000 42737 36519 46443
ROW 3 ItiANUFACTORING PRODUCTS COLUMN 5 MARKET SERVICES
GERMANY 81376 127162 128962 61179 350 l618 3347 2705 1075 1558 2946 2478
FRANCE 267 882 1988 1796 57661 99027 89616 69438 353 808 1409 1823
ITALY 88 510 1339 1053 63 747 1609 1205 b5288 74321 76740 77144
NETHERL 166 541 1583 1248 47 566 881 666 115 348 621 465
BLUE 113 219 1319 1040 97 549 1476 1131 55 226 414 436
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ - ---- ------
EEC 82009 129314 135191 t.6315 58218 102506 9b929 75145 66886 77260 82130 82345
ROW 4 E.UILDING AND CONSTRUCTIOh COLUMN 5 MARKET SERVICES
GERMANY 18310 16227 23677 6871 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 9
FRANCE 0 0 2 15 11724 16422 8658 7826 0 2 2 11
ITALY 0 0 1 2 0 0 O 0 10405 12346 16769 18601
NETHERL 0 0 2 32 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
BLUE 0 0 1 17 0 0 O 0 0 0 1 0
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 1831D 16227 23683 6937 11724 16422 8658 782b 10405 12351 16776 186221NPUT-OUTPUTTABLE EEC 'S9-'75 INTERMEDIATE TRANSwCTIONS; TECHNICAL COEFFICIENTS ~~1000 000)
(A-MATRII)
6ERMANY FRANCE ITALY
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 19~0 1975 1959 19b5 1970 1975
ROW 5 MARKET SERVICES COLUMN 5 MARKET SERVICES
6ERMANY 112575 167507 205313 222024 195 2442 1845 3296 754 820 1096 2134
fRANCE 601 734 1763 1713 115532 132617 205282 196710 1295 546 714 1579
1TAlY 262 610 1393 911 61 925 759 1538 93471 166028 168943 202941
NETHERI 2011 650 1754 1430 59 668 523 1574 680 206 249 699
BLUE 5D2 518 1405 765 86 1107 1023 1681 283 148 230 364
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 115950 170018 211b27 226844 115932 13776D 209433 204798 96483 167748 171231 207767
RON 6 NON-MARKET SERVICES COLUMN 5 MARKET SERVICES
6ERMANV 14285 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0
FRANCE 0 0 0 0 2070 0 0 0 O 0 0 0
ITALY 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 463 0 0
NETHERL 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0
9LUE 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
fEC 14285 0 0 0 207D 0 0 0 O 463 0 0
ROW 7 TOTAL INTERMEDIATE INPUTS COLUMN 5 MARKET SERVICES
óERMANY 254640 336397 391847 357583 1001 4330 53D4 6516 2497 248! 4237 5489
FRANCE 1034 2296 3953 4146 229526 283717 332575 308246 2030 1473 2231 3887
ITALY 486 1744 2996 2507 264 2172 2684 3008 21744~ 301183 303284 350559
NETHERL 2773 2090 4184 53f0 179 1486 1550 2497 916 624 904 1452
BLUE 769 957 2830 2346 270 1808 2608 3030 421 421 685 952
EEC 259702 343482 405809 371892 231239 29~513 344723 323296 223310 306182 311341 362338INPUT-OUTPUTTABLE EEC 'S9-'75 PRIMARY DEMAND( TECHNICAL COEFFICIENTS (~1000 000)(B-MATRIX)
GERMANY FRANCE 1TALY
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
ROW 8 1MPORTS TH1RD COUNTRIES COLUMN 5 MARKET SERVICES
17233 13915 159B5 14797 4886 19705 12741 14034 13950 22687 2029ti 203B7
ROW 9 DEPRECIATION
67320 78167 77363 84667 88580 91920 0 0 61440 75474 73165 73171
ROW 10 IND. 7AXES MINUS SUBSIDIES
85~54 638D0 44328 37691 72179 51712 0 67342 68505 44279 39578 12794
ROW 11 IMPORT DUTIES INTRA EEC
0 31 0 d 0 ib 0 0 0 184 216 556
ROW 12 WAGE INCOME
24~b24 218898 237849 262932 240191 213426 0 0 242301 179976 177318 175491
ROW 13 SOCIA.L SECURITY CONTRIBUTIONS
29~2fi 33472 0 C 61176 62202 0 0 68197 69578 72703 84094
ROW i4 NON-wAGE INCOME
29E756 248234 218666 228012 301749 265506 0 0 322297 301640 305383 271170
ROW 15 6ROSS VALUE ADDED AT MARKETPRICES
723.D65 642571 578205 61330~ 763875 684766 642536 662669 762740 670947 668149 616719
RON 16 TOTA~ PRIMARY INPUTS
74C298 656518 594191 b2810a 768761 704487 655277 676704 776690 693818 68865y b37bb2INPUT OUTPUTTABLE EEC 'S9-'75 TOTAL VALUE OF PAODUCTION~ TECHNICA~ COEFFICIENTS(~100D D00~
(A~B-nATRIY)
GERMANY FRANCE ITALY
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1~75
COLUMN 5 MARKET SERViCES
GERMANY 994938 992914 986038 985691 1001 433D 5304 6516 2497 2481 4237 5489
FRANCE 1034 2296 3953 4146 998286 990204 987853 984950 203D 1473 2231 3B87
ITALY 486 1744 2996 2507 264 2172 2684 3008 994135 995001 991943 98t221
NETHERL 2773 2090 4184 5310 179 1466 1550 2497 916 624 904 1452
BLUE 769 957 2830 2346 270 1808 2608 3030 421 421 b85 952
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC SOOOO00lOD000010000001000000100GD00100000010000001000000100000010000001000000100C~D001NPUT-OUTPUTTABLE EEC 'S9-'75 INTERMEDIATE TRANSACTIONSi TECHNICAL COEFFICIENTS t~1000 D00)
(A-MATRIX)
NETHERLANDS BLUE
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 l97D 1975
ROW 1 A6RICULTURE~FORESTRY AND FISH COLUMN 5 MARKET SERVICE6
6ERMANY 90 0 15 18 14 82 57 93
FRANCE 65 0 38 51 60 557 1649 1072
ITALV 63 0 7 8 20 103 117 110
NETHERL 396 1575 986 580 106 646 425 675
BLUE 228 0 18 21 240 2408 1123 l724
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 842 1575 1064 678 439 3796 3371 3673
ROW 2 FUEL AND POWER PRODUCTS COLUMN 5 MARKET SERVICES
6ERMANY 3473 1822 2287 3140 l078 958 1202 2984
FRANCE 1113 447 1026 1019 499 742 619 1162
ITALV 1535 1062 4271 672 194 1125 509 328
NETMERL 25669 23826 2D754 29068 4702 2693 3961 3682
BLUE 7738 2510 3059 2639 29611 26249 25948 32929
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 39527 29668 31398 36538 36084 31766 32239 41084
ROW 3 MANUFACTORING PRODUCTS COLUMN 5 MARKET SERVICES
6ERMANY 10992 6734 7580 6807 2384 5024 9075 8894
FRANCE 1705 1458 2741 2438 2615 5733 7377 8551
ITALY 782 944 1193 938 415 1300 1364 1475
NETHERL 66615 71249 60714 48129 2885 5919 53C15 5198
BLUE 7897 44b6 5812 4590 48388 72058 551~4 49034
EEC 87991 84851 78040 62903 56688 90033 78265 73153
ROW 4 EUILDIN6 AND CONSTRUCTION COLUMN 5 MARr;ET SERVICES
GERh1ANY 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FRANCE 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0
ITALY 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NETHERL 23548 "L2136 19B15 :94D8 40 0 D 0
BLUE 0 0 0 0 13269 20268 185:5 19336
EEC 23548 22136 19815 :9408 13309 20268 185:5 19336INF;;T-OUTPU7TA8LE EEC 'S9-'75 INTERMEDIATE TRANSACTI-NS; TECHNICAL COEFFICIEr.TS ( ~5000 000)
( A-MATRIIO
NETHERLANDS B..UE
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
ROY 5 MARKET SERVICES CG-UMN 5 MARKET SERVICES
GERr.ANY 15651 11233 23758 9667 236 2377 3452 2328
FRAhCE 497 28B4 6894 2599 2054 1835 2550 1857
ITALX 377 1887 3994 1139 12 467 514 427
NETHtERL 126309 10907B 175~26 181786 2090 1810 2052 2132
BLUE 3462 9311 16395 498! 35850 94237 110176 128128
EEC 146296 134393 226468 200171 40242 100725 118744 134872
R011 6 NON-MARKET SERVICES CC-UMN 5 MARKET SERVICES
GER~,ANY 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FRAN;CE 0 0 0 D 0 0 0 0
ITALX 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0
NETF(tERL 6530 5097 3475 0 0 0 0 0
BLUE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 6530 5097 3475 0 0 0 0 0
ROW 7 TOTAL INTERMEDIATE INPUTS CO~UMN 5 MARKET SERVICES
6ERn.ANY 30206 19789 33640 19632 3712 8440 i3786 14299
FRANCE 3380 4789 10700 6108 5229 8866 12195 12642
ITALY 2758 3894 9465 2757 641 2995 2505 2340
NEThEERL 249066 232961 2811T1 278971 9823 11068 11743 11687
BLUE 19324 16288 25285 12231 127358 215220 210906 231151
EEC 304734 277721 36C260 319699 146762 246589 251135 272118INF,.T-OUTPUTTAPLE EEC 'S9-'-5 PRIMARY DEMAND; TECHN;CAL COEFFICIENTS (~1000 ~00)(B-MATRIX)
NETHERLaNDS E..UE
1959 1965 !970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
ROW 8 IMPORTS THIRD COUN'RIES CO~UMN 5 MARKET SERVICE~
56971 54038 1:708 41424 18857 20646 28027 22226
ROW 9 DEPRECIATION
B5000 80183 bE44ó 73797 89637 78763 77240 71241
ROW 10 IND. TAXES MINUS S~BSIDIES
27064 27549 2C175 23058 34606 33488 14101 18548
ROW 11 IMPORT DUTIES INTRa EEC
0 29 266 443 40 321 605 288
ROW 12 WAGE INCOME
240999 285997 30-160 318496 256001 231373 240743 261627
ROW 13 SOCIAL SECURITY COtiTRIBUTIONS
32012 44874 ó~251 84939 22819 47868 52982 74317
ROW 14 NON-WAGE INCOME
253221 229611 17-734 138144 431278 340952 3351b7 279634
ROW 15 GROSS VALUE AUDEU aT MARKETPRICES
638295 668213 62-766 638434 834341 732444 720233 705368 -
kOw :6 TOTAL PRIMARY INPL''S
695266 722279 63-740 680301 853238 75341: 748865 7~7882INPUT-GUTPUTTABLE EEC 'S9-'75 PkIMARV DEMAND~ TECHNICAL COEFFICIENTS (~IOOD 0001(B-MATRIX)
NETHERLANDS BIUE
1959 1965 1970 1975 l959 1965 1970 1975
ROW b IMPORTS THIRD COUNTRIES COLUMN 5 MARKET SERVICES
56971 54038 11708 41424 18857 20646 28027 22226
ROW 9 DEPRECIATION
85000 80183 68446 73797 89637 78763 77240 7124!
ROM 10 IND. TAXES MINUS SUBSIDIES
27064 27549 20175 23058 34606 33488 1~101 l8548
ROW 11 IMPORT DUTIES INTRA EEC
0 29 266 443 40 321 605 288
ROW 12 MAGE INCOME
240999 285997 302160 318496 256001 231373 240743 261627
ROW 13 SOCIAL SECURITY CONTRISUTIONS
32012 44874 64251 84939 22819 47868 5?982 74317
ROW 14 NON-WAGE INCOME
253221 229611 172734 138144 431278 340952 335167 279634
ROW !5 GROSS VALUE ADDED AT MARKETPRICES
638295 668213 627766 638434 834341 732444 720233 705368
ROW 16 TOTAL PRIMARY INPUTS
695266 722279 63974C 680301 853238 753411 745865 727882INPUT OUTPUTTABIE EEC 'S9-'75 TOTAL VALL- OF FFODUCTION; TECHNICf~ COEFFICIEN1St~1000 OOG.
(A~E-MATRIIi
NETHERLANDS BLUE
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
COLUnN 5 MARKET SERVICES
6ERMANV 30206 19789 33640 19632 ?712 8440 13786 14295
FRANCE 3380 47B9 10700 6108 '229 8866 12195 12642
ITALY 2758 3894 9465 2757 641 2995 2505 234C
NETHERL 944332 955241 920910 959272 ~823 11068 11743 11687
BLUE l9324 16288 25285 12231 9b~~596 968631 959772 959033
EEC 1000000:00OOOOt000000100000010C-~D00100000010000D0100000CINPUT-C--PUTT~E~E EEC 'S9-'75 1N'ERMEDI~"E TRANSACTIONS; 7ECHNICAL COEFFICIENTS ~1000 OOOi
iA-MATRIXI
6ERMANY FRANCE I'ALY
19~9 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 19'0 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
ROW 1 AGRICULTURE,FORESTRY AND FISH COLUMN 6 NON-MARKET SERVICE-
GERMANY 3542 5109 1770 7441 4 2 7 7 0 4 18 b0
FRANCE 227 83 204 228 -3672 784 3E55 2432 3 18 32 139
ITALY 539 123 205 295 10 4 32 55 3730 1926 5245 7898
NETHERL b46 167 284 468 10 5 29 32 3 6 10 25
BLUE 63 28 41 91 4 4 23 23 D 2 4 9
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 5017 5511 2504 8523 -3644 798 3-46 2548 3736 1957 5309 8130
ROW 2 FUEL AND POwER PRODUCTS COLUMN b NON-MARKET SERVICE~
GERMANY 31458 27705 23865 63107 831 328 '65 374 455 88 142 2188
FRANCE 248 581 76 755 18683 22447 28-42 35840 78 27 85 1206
ITALY 86 455 104 413 29 20 119 44 28307 16840 14627 32934
NETHERL 398 674 687 1973 121 62 56 42 24 24 9 736
BLUE 123 186 68 683 160 78 IS 777 38 20 14 442
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 32314 29602 24801 66931 19824 22935 28-97 36478 28901 16999 14878 37506
ROW 3 MANUFACTORING PRODUCTS COLUMN 6 NON-MARKET SERVICE~
GERMANY 136167 129013 128057 123562 2609 1724 2:27 2562 788 2121 1707 2024
FRANCE 2124 9402 5801 3316 194843 136661 114-b4 105419 196 955 801 937
ITALY 1404 6781 4167 2525 581 879 1C.45 I111 62417 56244 60053 65730
NETHERL 1368 5185 3287 2010 481 700 -98 684 91 265 265 294
BLUE li! 3983 3194 ib91 447 808 803 991 43 422 260 266
EEC 141774 154365 144501 :33105 198961 l40772 iSE-38 110765 63536 60007 63085 69251
ROW 4 BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTI.N COLUMN b NON-MARKET SERVICE~
GERMANY 54G66 42561 33096 10228 0 288 0 G 0 0 0 0
FRANCE 0 0 0 41 t8266 51607 3C-72 2943t 0 0 0 0
ITALY 0 0 0 6 0 109 0 0 56011 3247G 26583 "t8954
NETHERL 0 0 0 88 0 79 0 0 0 0 0 0
BLUE 0 0 0 48 0 131 0 0 0 0 0 0
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 54-h6 42561 33096 10411 68266 52213 30-72 29436 56011 32470 26583 28954INPUT-OUTPUTTABLE EEC ':9-'75 ]NTERME(~IATE TRA~~SACTIONS; TECHNICAL CGE~~ICIENTS ( ~1000 000)
(A-MATF:X)
GERMANY FRANCE ITALY
1959 19t: 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
ROW 5 MARKET SERVIC~5 COLUMN 6 NON-MARKET SERVICES
GERMANY 160543 985t,7 96101 122762 0 624 239 237 264 296 314 232
FRANCE 58 iC:S 1181 1261 120376 64353 112903 111677 3h4 195 208 171
ITALY 31 6.8 933 671 0 235 98 111 68C81 95225 93008 115597
NETHERL 148 E?7 1175 1053 0 174 68 !13 118 76 70 76
BLUE 28 715 941 563 0 297 132 121 89 54 65 40
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 160808 102G~2 100330 126310 120376 65684 113440 112260 68e96 95847 93665 11b115
ROW 6 NON-MARKET SE~.VICES COLUMN 6 NON-MARKET SERVICES
GERMANY 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FRANCE 285 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ITALY 285 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 0 iD526 0 0
NETHERL 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
BLUE 285 D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 855 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10526 0 0
ROW 7 TOTAL INTERME:~lATE INPUTS COLUMN 6 NON-MARKET SERVICES
GERMANY 385774 3024~6 28289D 327101 3445 2966 2538 3180 15D6 2510 2180 4504
FRANCE 2442 11Cr'2 7262 5600 348497 :75851 289fi37 284805 621 1196 1127 2452
ITALY 2345 b~J7 5410 3911 620 1247 1294 1320 218547 213231 199516 251112
NETHERL 2561 64:3 5426 5592 612 1020 651 871 ~37 371 354 1132
BLUE 1210 4~:3 4245 3076 611 1318 973 1311 169 497 342 756
EEC 394833 334C~1 305233 345280 403784 ;82402 295294 291488 221C80 217805 2D3520 259956INPUT-OUTPU?-ABLE EEC 'S9-'75 PRIMAPr .~~MANG; TECHNICAL COEF-;CIENTS ~~1000 000)(B-MF~TkIX)
GERMANY FRANCE ITALY
:959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
ROW 8 IMP:RTS TNIRD COUNTRIES COLUMN 6 NON-MARKET SERVICES
~1999 48017 21718 2059ï 15189 17345 6175 6883 6390 7329 10089 9085
ROW 9 UEP-ECIATION
-8921 33562 39667 3288ï 9693 12066 0 0 16468 21859 24032 l6740
ROW 10 IND. TAXES MiNUS SUBSIDIES
3247 1246 l112 81~ 0 21471 0-76794 0 0 0 0
ROW 11 IMP~RT UUTIES INTRA EEC
0 0 0 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ROW 12 WAG~ INCOME
4:7976 470225 63227D 60042- 432686 498750 0 0 6b0833 589364 585147 580046
ROW 13 SOC:AL SECURITY CONTRIBUTION~
-9563 112870 0 C 138647 167965 0 0 88338 163643 177212 134160 ~
J
ROW 14 NON-WAGE INCOME ~
:3462 0 0 G 0 0 0 0 6890 0 0 13
ROW 15 GRC-S VALUE ADDED AT MARKETPR-CES
5c3169 617902 673049 634123 581027 700253 698531 -D1629 772530 774866 786392 730959
ROW 16 TOTaL PRIMARY INPUTS
6-'S167 665919 694767 65472C 596216 717598 704706 -D8512 7789t0 782195 796480 740044INLUT OUTPUTTABLE EEC 'S~-'75 TOTC- VALUE OF PROL-~TION; TECMNICAL COEFFIC:ENTS(t1000 000)
1A~6-MATRIX)
GEF~.ANY FRANCE ITALY
1959 1965 -970 1~75 1959 196~ 1970 1975 1459 1965 1970 1975
CO~UMN 6 NON-MARKET SEF.ICES
GEFnANY 99D942 968875 S'7657 981621 3445 29~6 2538 3180 1506 2510 2180 4504
FRANCE 2942 11082 7262 5600 994713 9934t9 994543 993317 621 1196 1127 2452
ITALY 2345 8207 5410 3911 620 1247 1294 1320 997467 995426 995996 991156
NETHERL 2561 6923 5426 5592 612 50~0 651 871 237 371 354 1132
BLUE 1210 4913 4245 3076 611 1318 973 1311 169 497 342 756
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 1000000100000010-iD000100C00010000D010000CD10DOD00100000010000001C0000010000001000000IhFUT-OUTPUTTAELE EEC 'S~- 75 INTEkMEUIF~-- TkANEACTICNS; TECHNICF- COEFFICIENTS (~tOC10 OC-
~~-MATRIXI
NETHERLANDS BLUE
1959 1965 1970 1975 :959 1965 1970 197:
ROW 1 AGRICULTURE,FOFESTRY AND FISH COLUMN 6 NON-MARKET SERVICES
GERMANY 35 22 0 0 8 2 14 1?
FRANCE 28 33 0 0 46 IS 399 ]5-
ITALY 28 7 0 0 15 3 28 1-
NETHERL 2567 2367 2720 2107 84 18 103 9?
BLUE 97 29 0 0 ~281 1487 1615 14"tc
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 2754 2458 2720 21D7 ~433 1525 2159 171-
ROW 2 FUEL ANC POWER PRODUCTS COLUMN 6 NON-MARKET SERVICES
6ERMANY 2083 814 642 579 882 1044 1983 178?
FRANCE 201 94 116 195 547 399 480 58-
ITALY 256 158 392 100 205 572 265 15-
NETHERL 50966 30223 20904 2989] w751 1585 3427 250-
BLUE 1675 481 311 409 ~7171 25020 25942 2093-
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ----
EEC 55181 31771 22364 31174 :~557 28620 32097 25~7c
ROW 3 MANUFACTORIN6 PRODUCTS COLUMN 6 MON-MARKET SERVICES
6ERMANY 5446 12732 131'L1 4318 a568 11903 13329 108t-
FRANCE 595 1881 2124 1068 3147 6917 10895 87G'
ITALY 38E 1249 1512 600 851 2192 2283 185:
NETHERL 70564 62176 55004 50735 3588 6894 6660 525-
BLUE 2913 389? 3543 2072 5~783 55609 42692 3151Q
EEC 79906 8193C 75303 5879't to938 83515 75860 5819?
FOW 4 BUILDIN6 ANU CONSTRUCTION COLUMN b NON-MARKET SERVICES
GERMANY C C 0 0 0 0 200 ti-
~kANCE C C 0 0 : 140 0 146 3:
iTALY C 0 0 0 0 0 31 -
h" cTHERL 31542 3577b 37475 35120 ~ 140 0 121 ï:
ELUE G 0 0 0-:500 26342 36742 3895'
EEC 3154~ 35776 37475 35120 ~,781 26342 37240 3906:INPUT-:-TPUTTAPIE EEC 'S4-'75 I~~TERnEDIATE TRANSACTIONS; TECHNICAL COEFFICIENTS ~~1000 0001
tA-MATRIX)
NETHERLANDS BLUE
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
ROW 5 MARKET SERVICES COLUrA 6 NON-MARKET SERVICES
GERMAN~ 7702 202 b075 1112 61 2027 L599 1259
FRANCE 0 52 1750 299 !67 1564 1915 1004
ITALV 0 34 l011 131 0 398 392 231
NETHERL 105981 101138 92883 104642 61 1542 :553 1153
BLUE 0 167 4210 573 63000 72955 t~664 83757
EEC 113683 101593 105929 106756 63289 78486 7c123 87403
R01J 6 NON-MARKET SERVICES COLUn~. 6 NON-MARKET SERVICES
GERMAN~ 0 81 -23 0 0 0 0 0
FRANCE D 21 - 7 0 0 0 0 0
ITALY 0 14 - 4 0 0 D 0 0
NETHER~ 0 5007 2770 0 0 0 0
BLUE --- -0 67 -16 --- -0 -----0 - ---0 - ~ 0
------ ------ ----- -~:
EEC 0 5189 272C 0 0 0 S ~~l
RON 7 TOTAL INTERMEDIATE INFJ7S COLUrti b NON-MARKET SERVICES
GERMAN~ 15266 13851 19814 6008 7519 1497b it124 139b6
FRANCE 823 2080 3982 1561 5D48 8896 1:835 10489
ITALV 671 1461 2911 831 1072 3165 :999 2258
NETHER~ 261621 236686 211756 222495 96~5 10039 1:864 9042
BLUE 4685 4637 8048 3054 203734 181413 17c655 176593
------ ------ ------ ------ -----~ ------ ------ ------
EEC 283066 258716 24651~ 233949 226997 218489 2~-478 212348 .INF'L"-OUTPUTTA2LE EE~ 'S9- "5 FRIYARV UEnANC: TECHNICAL COEFFIL]ENTS
hETHERLANDS BLUE
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
~1000 OOOi~E-nATRIX)
RGW 8 IMPORTS THI~U COUNTRIES COLUMN b NON-MAR-ET SERVICES
25660 1'931 23271 8572 26015 22385 2b220 18904
ROW 9 DEPRECIATIOh
43825 3E143 40044 38987 12b27 tó062 181b6 ib329
ROW 10 IND. TAXES r,INUS SUBSIDIES
0 0 2216 3842 9 0 0 0
ROW !1 IMPORT DUTIES INTRA EEC
0 0 0 o a o 0 0
ROW 12 WAGE INCOME
(
510480 56~589 517302 520460 67258~ 622889 607972 626627
ROW 13 SOCIAL SECUFITY CONTRIBUTIONS
111482 137ó42 152219 166976 3225T 114626 1241~ 125792
ROW 14 NON-WAGE IN~OME '
254B7 -ltD22 iB435 27214 2952C 5550 0 0
ROW :5 GROSS VALUE ADDEU AT MARKETPRICES
691274 72-353 73C217 757479 74698E 759127 7503D2 768748
ROW St TOTAL PRIMA-Y INPUT~
716934 74~284 75?c8E 766051 77300~ 781511 776522 7876521NFUT OUTF-iTAESLE EE: 'S9-'75 TOTcL VALUE OF PRODUCilON; TeCHNICAL COEFFICIENTS(~SCJO ODD)
(A~B-MATRIX)
NETHERLANDS BLUE
1959 1965 1970 :Q75
COLUMN 6 NON-MARKET SERVICES
1959 1965 1970 1975
GERMANV 15266 13851 19814 c008 7519 14976 18124 13966
FRANCE 823 2080 3982 1361 5048 8896 f3835 10489
ITALY 671 1461 2911 831 1072 3165 2999 2258
NETNERL 978555 977970 965244 98E546 9625 10039 ff864 9042







Interdependence coefficients matrices C of interregional input-output
tables for 1959, 1965, 1970 and 1975 aggregated at six branches and
five regions.INPUT-OU'PUTTABLE EEC 'S9-'75 IN'fRDEPENDENCE OR CUMULATEG PRODUCTION COEFFICIENTS (~1000 D00)
(1-A)INV-MATRIX)
GERMANY FRANCE ITALV
1959 1965 1970 l975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 l965 1970 1975
ROW i AGRICULTURE,FORESTRY AND FISH COLUMN i AGRICULTURE,FORESTRY AND FISH
GERMANY 1.0406 1.2215 1.3192 l.2650 0.0004 0.0010 0.0017 D.0013 0.0004 0.0008 0.0024 0.0024
FRANCE 0.0016 0.0036 0.0074 0.0048 1.0272 1.3585 1.1959 1.1929 0.0007 0.0028 0.0037 0.0040
ITALY 0.0031 0.0043 0.0068 0.0053 0.0003 0.0010 0.0021 0.0030 1.3321 1.2607 l.2395 1.2024
NETHERI 0.0036 0.0052 0.0090 0.0078 0.0002 0.0010 0.0020 0.0058 0.0005 0.0008 O.OD13 0.0009
BLEU 0.0006 0.00i2 0.0018 9.0018 0.0002 0.0009 0.0016 0.0014 0.0002 0.0003 0.0005 0.0003
------ ------ ------ --- -- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 1.0495 1.2360 1.3441 ~.2846 1.0283 1.3625 1.2G33 1.2004 1.3338 1.2654 1.2473 1.2100
ROW 2 FUEL AND POWER PRODUCTS COLUMN 1 AGRICULTURE,FORESTRY ANO FISH
GERMANY 0.0730 0.0604 0.0647 D.1261 0.0025 0.0014 0.0019 0.0129 0.0010 0.0004 0.0010 0.0080
FRANCE 0.0013 0.0015 0.0011 D.0070 0.0598 0.0412 0.0357 0.i277 0.0003 0.0003 0.0006 0.0040
ITALV 0.0004 0.0011 0.0012 D.0042 0.0003 0.0004 0.0~07 0.0035 0.0311 0.0235 0.0250 0.0878
NETHERL 0.0012 0.0015 0.0035 D.0147 0.0004 0.0003 0.0004 0.0058 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0027
ELEU 0.0006 0.0007 0.0008 D.0055 0.0006 0.0004 D.0005 0.0048 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001 0.0013
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 0.0766 0.0652 0.0714 D.1575 0.0636 0.0437 0.0392 0.1547 0.0328 0.0243 0.0270 0.1039
ROW 3 MANUFACTORING PROOUCTS COLUMN 1 AGRICULTURE.FORESTF.Y AND FISH
GERMANY 0.3402 0.3918 0.4038 D.3146 0.0052 0.0114 0.0129 0.0139 0.0037 0.0051 0.0151 0.0176
FRANCE 0.0059 0.0086 0.0136 D.0093 0.2300 0.2421 0.2~60 0.2237 0.0017 0.0045 0.0124 0.0104
ITALY 0.0025 0.0058 0.0085 D.0068 0.001! 0.0044 0.0765 0.0055 0.1269 0.1264 0.1398 0.1266
NETHERL 0.0052 0.0072 0.0144 D.0092 D.0010 0.0031 0.0 ~63 0.0035 0.0009 0.0022 0.0049 0.0037
BLEU 0.0042 0.0057 0.0095 D.0059 0.0020 0.0053 0.0~97 0.0065 0.0008 0.0012 0.0030 0.0019
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 0.3579 0.4191 0.4501 D.3458 0.2393 0.2664 0.2~14 0.2525 0.1342 0.1394 0.1752 0.1607
ROW 4 BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION COLUMN 1 AGRICULTURE.FORESTFY AND FISH
GERMANY 0.0090 0.0134 0.0155 0.0139 O.OD00 0.0001 0.0~02 0.0002 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0001
FRANCE 0.0001 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0127 0.0191 0.0:27 0.0141 O.oooo 0.0001 0.0001 D.0001
ITALY 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 D.0001 0.0000 0.0000 O.C~DO O.OD01 0.0011 0.0015 0.0024 0.003?
NETHERL 0.0001 O.OD02 0.0003 D.D005 O.D000 0.0001 O.C ~01 0.0001 0.0000 O.ODOD 0.0001 O.D001
BLEU 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 ~.0001 0.0000 0.0000 O.C~OS 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 0.0093 0.0138 0.0162 0.0147 0.0128 0.0193 O.C:30 0.0145 0.0012 0.0017 0.0027 0.0036INP~T-OUTPUTTABLE EEC 'S9-'75 INTERDEPENDEN'E OR CUMULATED PRODUCTICn' COEFFICIENTS (~10D0 OC~)
((1-A)Ih:-MATRIX)
6ERMANY FRANCE ITALY
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 197~
ROW 5 MARKET SERVICES COLUMN 1 AGRIC'JLTURE.FORESTRY AND F15H
, GERMANY 0.1044 0.1365 0.2031 0.2624 O.OCDB 0.0030 0.0037 0.0041 0.0008 0.00]1 0.0029 0.0742
FRANCE 0.0010 0.0019 0.0040 0.0040 0.0934 0.1382 0.1086 0.1265 0.0006 0.0011 0.0024 0.0~26
ITALV 0.0004 0.0012 0.0025 0.0023 O.OC'DS 0.0011 0.0010 0.0015 0.0453 0.0613 0.0708 O.C967
NETHERL 0.0014 0.0013 0.0034 0.0034 O.OCD1 0.0007 0.0008 0.0011 0.0004 0.0003 0.0005 O.O JO8
BLEU 0.0005 0.0009 0.0022 0.0017 O.OCD2 0.0012 0.0011 0.0014 0.0003 0.0002 0.0003 0.0004
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 0.1076 0.1418 0.2153 0.2739 O.OS45 0.1442 0.1151 0.1347 0.0474 0.0639 0.0768 O.SD47
ROY 6 NON-MARKET SERVICES COLUMN 1 AGRICULTURE,FORESTRY AND FISK
GERMANY 0.0054 D.0000-0.0000 0.0000 O.OCDO 0.0000-0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000-0.0000 O.CJ00
FRANCE 0.0000 fl.0000-0.0000 O.OOOD O.OCDS 0.0000-0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000-0.0000 O.C 700
ITALY 0.0000 0.0000-0.0000 0.0000 O.OC~O 0.0000-0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001-0.0000 O.C J00
NETHERL 0.0000 11.0000 0.0000 0.0000 O.OCDO 0.0000 D.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 O.C~00
BLEU 0.0000 0.0000-0.0000 0.0000 O.OC00 0.0000-0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000-0.0000 O.CD00
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 0.0054 D.0000 0.0000 0.0000 O.OCOS 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000 O.C D00
ROW 7 TOTAL CUMJLATED PRODUCTION
GERMANY 1.5726 1.8236 2.0063 1.4820 0.0~89 0.0170 O.OE04 0.0324 0.0060 0.0074 0.0215 O.C323
FRANCE 0.0098 D.0160 0.0265 0.0253 1.4~36 l.7990 1.5988 1.6842 0.0033 0.0087 0.0192 O.C 217
ITALY 0.0065 0.0124 0.0192 0.0188 O.OC17 0.0069 0.0104 0.0136 1.5365 1.4736 1.4775 1.5166
NETHERL 0.0115 D.0155 0.0308 0.0356 0.0-17 0.0053 0.0096 0.0124 D.0020 0.0034 0.0070 O.C 082
BLEU 0.0060 D.0085 0.0143 0.0149 O.OC30 0.007i 0.0129 0.0142 0.0015 0.0018 0.0040 O.C:040
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 1.6063 1.8760 2.0971 2.0766 1.4390 1.8360 1.6621 1.756B 1.5493 1.4948 1.5292 1.~829INPUT-OUTPUTTABLE EEC 'S9-'75 INTERDEPENDENCE C4 CUMULATED PRODUCTION C.EFFICIENTS (~1000 0001
((1-A)1HV-MaTRIX)
NE-HERLANDS BLEU
1959 19~5 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
ROW 1 AGRICUITURE,F;RESTRY AND F1SH COLUMN 1 AGR1CUlT'.RE,FORESTRY AND F1SH
GERMANY 0.0034 O.OC-5 0.006? 0.0064 0.002h J.0046 0.0050 O.D059
FRANCE 0.0016 O.OC38 0.0072 0.0086 0.0073 J.Otb3 0.0230 0.0283
ITALY 0.0013 0.00:3 0.0020 0.00t9 0.0027 J.0030 0.0025 0.0035
NETHERL 1.2234 1.1310 1.7285 1.1090 0.0129 ].0148 0.0063 0.0178
BLEU 0.0046 0.0037 0.0044 0.0042 1.0483 :.t453 t.1499 1.1155
----'- --- - - - -- ------ ---- - -----
EEC 1.2344 t.14.4 1.1483 1.1301 1.0738 :.1841 1.1888 1.1711
ROW 2 FUEL AND POWER PRODUCTS COLUMN 1 AGRICULT..RE.FORESTRV AND FISH
GERMANY 0.0113 O.OOï7 0.0056 0.0207 0.0054 ].0037 0.0061 0.0296
FRANCE O.OD22 0.0611 0.0015 0.0069 0.0045 J.OD24 0.0027 0.0171
ITALY 0.0015 0.0014 0.0029 0.0029 0.0006 7.0011 0.0010 0.0044
NETHERL 0.0378 0.02~1 0.0253 0.0889 0.0059 ~.0029 0.0057 0.0258
BLEU 0.0115 0.0042 0.0033 0.0083 0.0392 7.0272 0.0385 0.0851
------ ------ ------ ---- - ------ ------ ------ -----
EEC 0.0643 0.0474 0.0386 0.1276 0.0556 7.0372 0.0541 0.1619
ROW 3 MANUFACTORING PRODUCTS COLUMN 1 AGRICULT~RE,FORESTRY AND FISH
GERMANY 0.0443 O.Ot77 0.0715 0.0650 0.0250 ].0429 0.0722 0.0598
FRANCE 0.0087 0.0129 0.0186 0.0154 0.0222 7.0361 0.0432 0.0;16
1TALY 0.0036 0.0075 0.0098 0.0080 0.0036 7.0084 0.0101 0.0104
NE7HERL 0.4715 0.4217 0.4339 0.378t 0.0258 7.0328 0.0344 0.0370
BIEU 0.0357 0.03:6 0.0358 0.0259 0.3096 7.3202 0.4283 0.3492
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 0.5640 0.5223 0.5696 0.4924 0.3861 7.4405 D.SA83 0.4982
RON 4 BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION COLUMN 1 AGRICUL PJRE.FORESTRV AND FISH
6ERMANY 0.0003 O.OC~2 0.0006 0.0004 0.0002 7.0002 0.0006 0.0004
FRANCE 0.0001 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0003 7.0007 0.0005 0.0007
lTALY 0.0000 O.OCJO 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 7.0000 0.0001 0.0001
NETHERL 0.0176 0.0175 0.0200 0.024D 0.0004 7.0005 0.0005 0.0011
BIEU 0.0002 0.0072 0.0002 0.0002 0.003c 7.0032 0.0050 0.0055
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ --- - - ------ ------
EEC o.olaz O.Ot83 0.0211 0.0249 0.00~3 7.0046 0.0067 0.0079INPUT-OUTPUTTAeLE EEC 'S9-'75 INTERDEPEti:ENCE OR CUMULATEO PRODUC'ION COEFFICIENTS (N 00- 000) .
((1-A)INV-MATRIt)
NETHERLANDS BLEU
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
ROW 5 MARKET SERVICES COLUMN i A6RICULTURE,FORESTRY AND FISH
GERMANY O.OGó9 0.0071 0.0146 0.0137 D.0033 0.0068 0.0140 0.0150
FRANCE O.OC10 0.0022 0.0043 0.0041 0.0032 0.0065 0.0099 0.0116
ITALY 0.0~.~4 0.0010 0.0019 0.0016 a.0003 0.0012 0.0018 0.0024
NETHERL O.OE.64 0.0876 0.1064 0.1272 0.0029 0.0044 0.0052 O.OD66
BLEU O.OC31 0.0039 0.0059 0.0042 0.0841 0.0883 0.1259 0.1476
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC O.OS79 0.1017 0.1331 0.1507 0.0939 0.1072 0.1569 0.1~55
ROW 6 NON-M~RKET SERVICES COLUMN 1 A6RICULTURE.FORESTRY AND FISH
6ERMANY O.OC D3 0.0000-D.0000 0.0000 fl.0002 0.0000-0.0000 O.OCDO
FRANCE O.OCJO 0.0000-0.0000 0.0000 D.0000 0.0000-0.0000 O.ODJO
ITALY 0.0~~0 0.0000-0.0000 0.0000 D.D000 O.OD00-0.0000 O.OC~O
NETHERL O.OC23 0.0031 0.0017 0.0000 a.0000 0.0001 0.0001 O.OC~O
BLEU O.OCJO 0.0000-0.0000 0.0000 D.0000 O.OD00-0.0000 O.OCJO
----- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 0.0-26 0.0031 0.0017 0.0000 l7.0002 0.0001 0.0001 O.OCJO
ROW 7 TOTAL CUMULATEO PRODUCTION
6ERMANY O.OE56 0.0652 0.0985 0.1061 D.0366 0.0582 0.0981 O.11D8
FRANCE 0.0137 0.0203 0.0317 0.0352 D.0375 0.0620 0.0794 0.0997
ITALY O.OC70 0.0112 0.0167 0.0144 D.0072 0.0138 0.0155 0.0209
NETHERL 1.8391 1.6890 1.7159 l.727! D.0479 0.0556 0.0543 O.OSJ3
BLEU 0.0551 0.0445 0.0497 0.0429 1.4847 1.5842 1.7476 1.7C30
----- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 1.9E15 1.8302 1.9124 1.9257 1.6139 1.7737 1.9949 2.0246I~PUT-OUTPUTTABLE EEC 'S9-'75 INTERDEPENDENCE OR CJMULATED PRODUCTION COEF-ICIENTS (~1000 000)
(1-A)INV-MATRIX)
6-RMANY FRANCE ITALY
1959 1965 1970 l975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
YOW 1 AGRICULTURE,FOR-STRY AND FISH COLUMN 2 FUEL AND PC.ER PRODUCTS
-ERMANY 0.0214 0.0177 0.0103 0.0165 0.0006 O.C~OS 0.0005 0.0009 0.000- 0.0004 0.0007 0.0012
-RANCE 0.0007 0.0009 0.0011 0.0011 0.0147 0.~155 0.0095 0.0116 0.0003 0.0005 0.0006 0.0013
-TAIY 0.0007 0.0008 0.0008 0.0007 0.0002 O.C~03 0.0003 0.0005 0.0t89 0.0069 0.0064 0.0109
tiETHERL 0.0009 0.0009 0.0012 0.0010 0.0002 O.CJ02 0.0003 0.0004 0.0002 0.0002 0.0003 0.0004
-LEU 0.0003 0.0003 0.0004 0.0004 0.0002 O.C~02 0.0002 0.0003 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
-EC 0.0241 0.0206 0.0138 0.0198 0.0158 O.Gib6 0.0108 0.0138 0.0199 0.0080 0.0081 0.0140
~ON 2 FUEL AND POWER 'rRODUCTS COLUMN 2 FUEL AND PC~ER PRODUCTS
SERMANY 1.3837 1.2896 l.2291 1.3108 0.0189 O.C102 0.0137 0.0321 0.012é 0.0031 0.0076 0.0312
-RANCE 0.0044 0.0026 0.0042 0.0142 1.1542 1.1244 1.1259 1.1851 0.0010 0.0004 0.00t3 0.0121
:TALY 0.0011 0.0014 0.0059 0.0077 0.0007 O.C~15 0.0027 0.0069 1.1750 1.0709 1.0789 i.2928
wETHERL 0.0037 0.0032 0.0222 0.0324 0.0026 O.C~021 0.0023 0.01i8 0.0004 0.0002 0.0003 0.0126
2LEU 0.0019 0.00l4 0.003b 0.0113 0.0035 O.C019 0.0008 0.0091 0.0007 0.0001 0.0001 0.0043
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
~EC 1.3948 1.2983 1.2651 1.3764 1.1798 S.t401 1.1454 1.2450 t.i894 1.0747 1.0882 1.3530
~OW 3 MANUFACTORIN6 P40DUCTS COLUMN 2 FUEL AND PCaER PRODUCTS
SERMANY 0.2452 0.1962 0.1501 0.1805 0.0074 O.C~J60 0.0080 0.0125 0.0052 0.0051 0.0092 0.0t31
FRANCE 0.0042 0.0047 0.0062 0.0067 0.1096 0.1071 0.0771 0.0833 0.0014 0.0021 0.0035 0.0062
ITALY 0.0018 0.0029 0.0040 0.0047 0.0009 O.G017 0.0021 0.0041 0.1092 0.0570 0.0690 0.0923
rETHERI 0.0034 0.0032 0.0061 0.0051 0.0008 O.G012 0.0015 0.0023 0.0006 0.0010 0.0016 0.0020
3lEU 0.0030 0.0031 0.0045 0.0044 0.0018 O.C020 0.0025 0.0039 0.0005 0.0008 0.0012 0.0017
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
-EC 0.2575 0.2101 0.1709 0.2014 0.1206 0.2180 0.09t1 0.1060 0.1169 0.0660 0.0845 0.1153
~ON 4 BUILDIN6 AND COVSTRUCTION COLUMN 2 FUEL AND PC~ER PRODUCTS
SERMANY 0.0114 0.0093 0.0149 0.0116 0.0002 O.C001 0.0002 0.0003 0.0001 0.0000 0.0002 0.0003
FRANCE 0.0001 0.0002 0.0001 0.0002 0.0228 0.0275 0.0237 0.0157 O.OOOG 0.0000 0.0001 0.0002
ITALY 0.0000 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 O.CJ00 0.0000 0.0001 0.0056 0.0096 0.0127 0.0105
rETHERL 0.0001 0.0001 0.0003 0.0004 0.0000 O.CD00 0.0000 0.0002 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001
aLEU 0.0000 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 0.Cr000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 0.01l7 0.0097 0.0155 0.0125 0.0230 O.C276 0.0240 O.Otbc O.o05a 0.0097 O.Of30 0.0112INPUT-OUTPUT'~?.LE EEC 'S9-'75 INTERDE-ENDENCE OR CUMULATED PR~'rUCTION COEFFICIENT6 ( ~1700 000)
( 1-A)INV-MATRIX)
GERMANV FRANCE ITALY
1959 19b5 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 t959 1965 1970 1975
ROW 5 MAF~ET SERVICES COLUMN 2 FUEI AND POWER PRODUCTS
GERMANY C.f373 0.1263 0.1182 0.14:8 0.0023 0.0019 0.0025 G.0069 0.0022 0.0011 O.OC25 0.0063
FRANCE O.OOfS 0.0015 0.0021 0.0036 0.0833 0.0930 0.1126 6.1281 0.0009 0.0005 0.0011 0.0033
ITALY G.0004 0.0009 0.0013 O.OG:B 0.0001 0.0004 0.0005 0.0020 0.0913 0.0438 D.05~0 0.0994
NETHERL G.0029 0.0010 O.OOfB 0.00~8 0.0002 0.0003 0.0003 C.0017 0.0005 0.0001 O.OCJ3 0.0012
BLEU G.0009 0.0008 0.0012 0.00:6 0.0003 0.0005 0.0004 0.0019 0.0004 0.0001 O.OC~2 0.0007
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC C.1430 0.1306 0.1246 O.15L5 0.0863 0.0961 0.1163 0.1406 0.0953 0.0457 0.05~0 0.1109
ROW 6 NOh-MARKET SERVICES COLUMN 2 FUEL AND POWER PRODUCTS
6ERMANY C.0097 0.0000-0.0000 0.0000 0.0002 0.0000-0.0000 C.0000 0.000! 0.0000-O.OG]0 0.0000
FRANCE C.0000 0.0000-0.0000 D.00~70 0.0003 0.0000-0.0000 G.0000 0.0000 0.0000-O.OG]0 0.0000
ITALY C.0000 0.0000-0.0000 O.OOJO 0.0000 0.0000-0.0000 C.0000 0.0000 0.0001-O.OCJO 0.0000
NETHERL C.0000 0.0000 0.0001 O.OCJO 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 C.0000 O.OODO 0.0000 O.OG]0 0.0000
BLEU C.0000 0.0000-0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000-0.0000 C.0000 O.oooo 0.0000-O.OG~O 0.0000
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC C.0097 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000 0.0004 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 O.OOOf 0.000! 0.00]0 0.0000
ROW 7 TOT~L CUMULATED PRODUCTION
6ERMANY 1.80i7 1.639! 1.5226 1.66-3 0.0295 0.0187 0.0249 C.0527 0.02D9 0.0098 0.02~2 O.D521
FRANCE G.0110 0.0099 0.0138 0.0258 1.3849 1.3674 f.3488 1.4238 0.0037 0.0035 O.OC65 0.0232
ITALY C.0041 0.0061 0.0121 D.01~0 0.0019 0.0034 0.0056 C.0136 2.3994 1.1882 1.2170 1.5058
NETHERL C.O110 0.0085 0.0317 0.04:7 0.0038 0.0039 0.0044 C.0164 O.OOfB 0.0015 O.OC24 0.0163
BLEU 0.006! 0.0057 0.0099 0.0177 0.0058 0.0046 0.0039 C.0153 0.0017 0.0011 O.OCib 0.0069
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 1.8409 f.6693 1.5900 1.76'b 1.4260 1.3985 1.3876 1.5218 1.4279 1.2041 1.2477 1.6044INPUT-OUTPUTTABLE EEC '~9-'75 INTERDEPENDENCE OR CUMULATED PRODUCTION CO~FFICIENTS ( ~1000 000)
((1-A)INV-MATRIX)
NE'HERLANDS SLEU
1959 19c5 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
ROW 1 AGRICULTURE.F~RESTRY AHD FISH COLUMN 2 FUEL AND POWER PRODUCTS
6ERMANY 0.0021 0.00~3 0.0019 0.0018 0.0015 0.0016 0.0014 0.0024
FRANCE 0.0007 0.00:3 0.0012 0.0010 D.oo1a O.OD20 0.0017 0.0028
ITALY 0.0005 O.OOUS 0.0005 0.0003 0.0004 0.0005 0.0004 0.0006
NETHERL 0.0136 D.OOo9 0.0072 0.0060 0.0019 0.0014 0.0011 0.0021
BLEU 0.0020 O.OOS2 0.0009 0.0007 0.0145 0.0096 0.0048 0.0041
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 0.0189 0.01~1 0.0117 0.0099 0.0201 0.0151 0.0093 0.0121
ROW 2 FUEL AND POWEF PRODUCTS COLUMN 2 FUEL AND POWER PRODUCTS
GERMANY 0.0439 0.03~7 0.0099 0.0427 0.0266 0.0177 0.0150 0.0739
FRANCE 0.0036 0.00?6 0.0014 0.0139 0.0064 0.0019 0.0027 0.0328
ITALY 0.0033 0.00-8 0.0032 0.0055 0.0009 0.0011 0.0010 0.0082
NETHERL 1.1944 1.12:2 l.1712 1.2547 0.0131 0.0081 D.0165 0.0667
BLEU 0.0281 0.01?1 0.0032 0.0190 l.2601 1.1976 1.1396 1.1202
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 1.2734 1.17-5 1.1889 1.3358 1.3070 1.2265 1.1748 1.3D17
ROM 3 MANUFACTORING PRODUCTS COLUMN 2 FUEL AND POWER PRODUCTS
6ERMANY 0.0290 0.02:0 0.0296 0.0247 0.0212 0.0209 0.0228 0.0334
FRANCE 0.0045 O.OOoO 0:0069 O.OD54 0.0128 0.0135 0.0102 0.0168
ITALY 0.0018 0.00~3 0.0038 0.0029 0.0020 0.0032 0.0028 D.0049
NETHERL 0.1001 0.07-3 0.0640 0.0473 0.0116 0.0098 0.0083 0.0139
BLEU 0.0171 0.01-~4 0.0112 0.0084 0.1010 0.0521 0.0312 0.0516
EEC 0.1526 0.12~0 0.1154 0.0887 0.1488 G.0996 0.0753 0.1206
ROW 4 BUILDING AND ~ONSTRUCTION COLUMN 2 FUEL AND ~OWER PRODUCTS
6ERMANY 0.0005 O.OG~-3 0.0005 0.0005 0.0003 0.0002 0.0004 0.0007
FRANLE 0.0001 O.OOr2 0.0001 0.0002 0.0002 0.0003 0.0001 0.0005
ITALY 0.0000 0.00~0 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 C.0000 0.0000 0.0001
NETHERL 0.0140 0.01-0 0.0117 0.0110 0.0003 C.0002 0.0003 O.OD08
BLEU 0.0002 O.GC.:2 0.0002 0.0002 0.0047 C.0059 0.0070 0.0092
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 0.0148 0.01-7 0.0125 0.0120 0.0055 C.0066 0.0078 0.0115INPUT-OUTG.TTABLE EEC 'S9-'75 INTEG:~EPENDE~CE OR CUMULATEC ~RODUCTION COEFFICIENTS '~1000 D00)
((1-A)I~J-nATRIX)
NETHERLANDS BLEU
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
RON 5 r.ARKET SERVICES COLUMN 2 FUEL AND PONER PRODU:TS
6ERMANY 0.0075 0.0064 0.0124 0.0113 0.0048 0.0065 O.OOóS 0.0150
FRANCE 0.0007 0.0011 0.0034 0.0033 0.0026 0.0037 0.0032 0.0084
ITALY 0.0004 0.0005 0.0018 0.0012 0.0003 0.0009 O.OOC7 0.0019
NETHERL 0.0559 0.0468 0.0268 0.0515 0.0022 0.0030 0.0023 0.0069
BLEU 0.0028 0.0021 0.0058 0.0037 0.0745 0.0679 0.05:3 0.0660
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 0.0673 0.0570 0.0522 0.0710 0.0843 0.0820 0.06~0 0.0982
ROW 6 NON-MARKET SERVICES COLUMN 2 FUEL AND PONER PRODU-TS
6ERMANY 0.0004 0.0000-0.0000 0.0000 0.0003 0.0000-0.00~0 0.0000
FRANCE 0.0000 0.0000-0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000-0.OO~D 0.0000
ITALY 0.0000 0.0000-0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000-0.00-0 0.0000
NETHERI 0.0027 0.0025 0.0028 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.00~1 0.0000
BLEU 0.0000 0.0000-0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000-O.OOGO 0.0000
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 0.0031 0.0025 0.0028 0.0000 0.0003 0.0000 O.OOC1 0.0000
ROW 7 TOTAL CUMUTATED PRODUCTION
6ERMANY 0.0835 0.0697 0.0542 0.0810 0.0545 0.0469 0.046D 0.1254
FRANCE 0.0098 0.0112 0.0130 0.0238 0.0239 0.0214 0.01~4 0.0614
ITALY 0.0060 0.0071 D.0094 0.0100 O.D037 0.0057 0.00~9 0.0157
NETHERL 1.3807 1.2707 1.2857 l.3705 O.D293 0.0227 0.02é5 0.0904
BLEU 0.0502 O.D281 0.0212 0.0320 1.4547 1.3331 1.2339 1.2511
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 1.5301 1.3868 1.3835 1.5173 l.5661 1.4299 1.33-2 1.5441INPUT-OUTPUTTABLE EEC 'S9-'75 INTERDEPENDENCE OR CUMULATED PRODUCTION COEFFICIENTS (f1000 000)
(1-A)IN.-MATRIY)
6ERMAMY FRANCE ITALY
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1470 1975 1459 1965 1970 l975
ROM 1 AGRICULTURE.FORESTRY AND FISH COLUMN 3 MANUFACTORIIJG PRODUCTS
6ERMANY 0.0880 0.l047 0.0931 0.0924 0.001~ 0.0024 0.0032 0.0027 O.D023 0.0030 0.0055 O.OOSb
FRANCE 0.0025 0.0041 0.007i 0.0039 0.1627 0.1773 0.1397 0.1455 O.D036 0.0069 0.0075 0.010?
ITALY 0.0030 O.D033 0.0057 0.0032 0.0013 0.0019 0.0024 0.0033 0.2312 0.1610 0.i239 0.1152
NETHERL 0.0035 O.D037 D.0075 0.0044 0.0010 0.0017 D.0022 0.0022 O.D025 0.0020 0.0026 0.0022
BLEU 0.0011 O.D015 0.0023 0.0015 0.OO1D 0.0018 0.0022 0.0020 O.D009 0.0008 0.0012 0.000~
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 0.0981 0.1173 0.1156 0.1054 O.ib7: 0.l851 0.1496 0.1558 0.2406 0.1737 0.1408 0.1342
ROW 2 FUEL AND PC~ER PRODUCTS COLUYN 3 MANUFACTORIN6 PRODUCTS
GERMANY 0.1161 0.9781 0.0725 0.1337 0.007c 0.0045 0.0045 0.0136 0.0047 0.0024 0.0032 0.013~
FRANCE 0.0034 0.0019 0.0016 0.0062 0.0863 0.064D 0.0506 0.0921 0.0016 0.001? 0.0015 0.0073
ITALY 0.0009 0.~013 0.0016 0.0040 0.000 ~ 0.0007 0.0011 0.0036 0.0802 0.0683 0.0654 0.1365
NETHERL 0.0018 O.D015 0.0041 0.0109 0.001: 0.0009 0.0008 0.0050 0.0005 0.0004 0.0~!06 0.004~
BLEU 0.0013 O.DOti 0.0014 0.0046 0.0016 O.OOfO 0.001i 0.0042 O.D009 0.0004 0.0005 0.0023
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 0.1235 O.D839 0.0612 0.1594 0.0973 0.0711 0.0582 0.1186 0.0879 0.0726 0.0713 0.1643
ROW 3 MANUFACTORIN6 PRODUCTS COLUMN 3 MANUFACTORING PRODUCTS
GERMANY 1.4873 1.5317 1.6073 1.5675 0.019~ 0.0289 0.0496 0.0388 0.0276 0.0307 0.0476 0.0363
FRANCE 0.0157 O.D216 0.0272 0.0147 1.393z 1.4631 1.4022 1.3164 0.013D 0.0187 0.0276 0.0253
ITALY 0.0080 O.D137 0.017! 0.0159 0.004ó 0.0099 0.0150 0.0149 1.6099 1.4888 1.4139 1.4417
NETHERL 0.0128 O.D133 0.0225 0.0139 0.004~ 0.0061 0.0110 0.0083 0.0050 0.0072 0.0112 0.0073
BLEU 0.0116 D.D162 0.0230 0.0142 0.010C 0.0157 0.0243 0.0183 O.D050 0.0067 0.0106 0.0077
--- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 1.5354 1.3965 1.6971 1.6312 1.432- 1.5237 1.5021 1.3967 1.6607 1.5521 1.5109 1.5182
ROW 4 BUILDING Ati~ CONSTR'JCTION COLUMN 3 MANUFACTORING PRODUCTS
GERMANY 0.0066 O.D044 0.010b 0.0047 O.OOC- 0.0001 0.0004 0.0002 O.D002 0.0002 0.0005 O.OOC3
FRANCE 0.0002 O.J004 O.OOD2 0.0002 0.012:~ 0.0200 0.0087 0.0080 0.0002 0.0004 0.0003 O.OOC3
ITALY 0.0000 0.1001 0.0001 0.0001 O.OOC, 0.0000 0.0001 0.000! 0.0036 0.0045 0.0075 0.002~
NETHERL 0.0002 O.J002 0.0004 O.OD04 O.OOG: 0.0001 0.0002 0.0002 O.OD01 0.0001 0.0002 O.OOC~
BLEU 0.0001 0.~001 O.OC02 0.0001 O.DOC- 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 O.D000 0.0000 0.0001 O.OOC:
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ EEC 0.0071 O.J051 0.0116 0.0056 0.012- 0.0204 0.0094 0.0087 0.0040 0.0052 0.0084 0.009;
IINPUT-CJTPUTTABLE EEC 'S9-'75 Iti'TERDEPEtiDENCE OR CUMULATED PRODUCTION COEFFICIEN'S (~1000 000)
((1-A)INV-MATRIX)
GERMANY FRAN~E 7TALY
l959 1965 1970 i975 1959 1965 1970 1975 l959 1965 1970 1975
ROW S MARKET SERVICES COLUrN 3 MANUFACTORING PRO:~UCTS
6ERMAMr 0.1572 O.i637 0.2i0t 0.2212 0.0027 0.0056 O.D083 0.0086 0.0038 0.007t 0.0115 O.OitB
FRANCE 0.0024 0.0040 0.006? 0.0053 0.1232 0.1601 O.i764 0.1786 0.0021 0.006: 0.0088 0.0082
ITALY 0.0009 0.0023 0.0036 0.0032 0.0004 0.0017 O.D022 0.0030 0.1027 0.130- 0.1453 0.1728
NETHERL 0.003D 0.0024 0.0046 0.0035 0.0004 0.0012 0.0014 0.0020 0.0009 0.000~ 0.0015 0.0026
BLEU 0.0014 0.0023 0.003t 0.0024 0.0007 0.0023 O.D029 0.0028 0.0007 0.000- 0.0013 0.0016
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC O.ib48 0.1746 0.2285 0.2355 0.1273 0.1709 0.1912 0.1951 0.l101 0.145~ 0.1684 0.1971
ROW 6 NON-MARKET SERVICES COLU~N 3 MANUFACTORIN6 PRO~UCTS
6ERMAKr 0.0087 0.0000-O.OOOJ 0.0000 0.0002 0.0000-0.0000 0.0000 O.OOD2 O.D00--0.0000 0.0000
FRANCE 0.0000 0.0000-0.000~ 0.0000 0.0013 0.0000-0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 O.ODO~-0.0000 0.0000
ITALY 0.0000 0.0000-0.000~ 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000-0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 O.OOC2-0.0000 0.0000
NETHERL 0.0000 D.0000 O.OOOJ 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 D.000~ 0.0000 0.0000
BLEU 0.0000 0.0000-0.0007 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000-O.D000 0.0000 0.0000 0.000~-0.0000 0.0000
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC O.ooaa 0.0000 0.000~ 0.0000 0.0015 0.0000 O.D000 O.OODD 0.0002 0.0003 0.0000 0.0000
RON 7 TOTAL CUMULATED PRODU~TION
6ERMANY 1.8640 1.8825 1.994: 2.0195 0.0319 0.0414 O.D660 0.0640 0.0368 0.043' 0.0683 0.0678
FRANCE 0.0243 0.0319 0.0423 0.0353 1.7793 1.8845 1.7776 l.7406 0.0205 0.0332 0.0457 0.0514
ITALY 0.0128 0.0207 0.028: 0.0265 0.0070 0.0143 O.D208 0.0249 2.0276 1.852 ~ 1.7560 1.6747
NETHEFL 0.0214 0.0211 0.039: 0.0330 0.0066 0.0100 O.Oi56 0.0177 0.0090 O.OiG, 0.0161 0.0171
BLEU 0.0153 0.0212 0.030~ 0.0228 0.0133 0.0209 O.D306 0.0275 0.0075 0.008E 0.0137 0.0l20
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 1.9378 1.9774 2.134~ 2.1372 1.8380 1.9712 1.9105 l.8748 2.1035 1.949: 1.8998 2.0231INPUT-OUTPUTTABLE EEC 'S9-'75 INTERDEPENDENCE OR CUMULATED PRODUCTION COEFFICIENT6 (~1000 000)
((1-A)INV-MATRIX) -
NETHERLANDS BLEU
1959 1965 t970 1975 1959 1965 l970 1975
ROW 1 A6RICUL7URE,FORESTRY AND FISH COLUMN 3 MANJFACTORIN6 PRODUCTS
6ERMANY 0.0065 0.0095 0.0110 0.0106 0.0043 0.0073 0.0086 0.0090
FRANCE 0.003t 0.0075 0.0107 0.0096 0.0083 0.0155 0.0241 0.0220
ITALY 0.002~ 0.0028 0.0033 0.0026 0.0025 0.0030 0.0032 0.0033
NETHERL 0.1667 0.1412 0.1346 0.1396 0.0103 0.0109 0.0104 0.0141
BLEU 0.0090 0.0078 0.0075 0.0058 0.1094 0.0892 0.0773 0.0784
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ----- ------ ------
EEC 0.187t 0.1688 0.1673 0.1682 0.1348 0.1259 0.1237 0.1269
ROW 2 FUEL AN~~ POWER PRODUCTS COLUMN 3 MANJFACTORIN6 PRODUCTS
6ERMANY 0.0156 0.0090 0.0093 0.0290 0.0104 0.0080 0.0104 0.0322
FRANCE 0.002q 0.0019 0.0022 0.008R 0.0116 0.0044 0.0042 0.0172
ITALY 0.001c 0.0018 0.0028 0.0040 0.0010 0.0016 0.0015 0.0049
NETHERL 0.0493 0.0405 0.0398 0.0634 0.0065 0.0041 0.0073 0.0247
BLEU 0.012c 0.0058 O.p044 0.0103 0.0848 0.0563 0.0459 0.0653
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 0.0818 0.0591 0.0585 0.1156 0.1143 0.0744 0.0693 0.1443
RON 3 MANUFAC~ORIN6 PRODUCTS COLUMN 3 MANJFACTORIN6 PRODUCTS
6ERMANV O.oea~ 0.1071 0.1481 0.1444 0.0633 0.0942 0.1349 0.1269
FRANCE 0.016~ 0.0292 0.0383 0.0330 0.0539 0.0819 0.0798 0.0791
ITALY O.OObJ 0.0173 0.0201 0.0182 0.0103 0.0177 0.0183 0.0203
NETHERL 1.425~ 1.2912 1.2426 l.2136 0.0526 0.0529 0.0577 0.0563
BLEU 0.078: 0.0778 0.0767 0.0576 1.;511 1.3450 1.2219 1.1841
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC l.ó18: 1.5225 1.5258 1.4669 1.6311 1.5918 1.5127 1.4667
ROW 4 BUILDIN: AND CONSTRUCTION COLUMN 3 MANJFACTORING PRODUCTS
GERMANY O.OOC~ 0.0004 0.00t2 0.0006 0.C1003 O.OOD4 0.001! O.OOCS
FRANCE O.OOC: O.D005 0.0003 0.0004 0.0007 0.0013 0.0007 O.OOC~
ITALY O.OOC- 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 O.D000 0.0001 0.0001 O.OOC2
NETHERL 0.01~~ 0.0128 0.014D 0.0199 0.0006 O.ODD7 0.0008 0.0013
BLEU O.OOC- 0.0004 0.0005 0.0004 O.D049 0.0065 0.0058 0.0063
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 0.013~ 0.0142 0.0161 0.0214 O.DO65 0.0090 0.0086 O.OOS3INPUT-OUTPUTTABLE EEC 'S9-'75 INTERDEPENDENCE OR CU~JLATED PRODUCTION COEFFI~IENTS (~1000 000)
((1-A)INV-MATRII)
NETHER~ANDS BLEU
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
ROM 5 MARKET SERVICES COLUMN 3 MANUFACTORINfi PRODUCTS
6ERMANY 0.0118 0.0144 0.0264 0.0261 0.0075 0.0155 0.0265 0.0270
FRANCE 0.0020 0.0044 0.0074 0.0070 0.0062 0.0133 0.0176 0.0161
ITALY 0.0007 0.0020 0.0032 0.0030 0.0007 0.0026 0.0031 0.0041
NETHERL 0.0929 0.0928 0.0945 0.1060 0.0044 0.0081 0.0090 0.0122
BLEU 0.0057 0.0079 O.D100 0.0074 0.0876 0.1037 0.0887 0.1055
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 0.1130 0.12l5 0.1415 0.1446 0.1064 0.1432 0.1449 0.1669
ROM 6 NON-MARKET SERVICES COLUMN 3 MANUFACTORIN6 PRODUCTS
GEP.MANY 0.0006 0.0000-0.0000 0.0000 0.0004 O.OOC7-0.0000 0.0000
FRANCE 0.0000 0.0000-0.0000 O.oooo O.D001 O.OOCO-0.0000 0.0000
ITALY 0.0000 0.0000-0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 O.OOCO-0.0000 0.0000
NETHERL 0.0010 0.0026 0.0012 0.0000 0.0001 O.OOC1 O.D001 0.0000
BIEU 0.0000 0.0000-0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 O.OOC~-0.0000 0.0000
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 0.0016 0.0026 0.0012 0.0000 0.0005 O.OOCi 0.0001 0.0000
ROW 7 TOTAL CUMUTATED PGODUCTION
GERMANY 0.1229 0.1404 0.1960 0.2108 0.0862 0.1254 0.1816 0.1957
FRANCE 0.0265 0.0435 0.0589 0.0588 0.0807 0.11E4 0.1264 0.1371
ITALY 0.0126 0.0239 0.0295 0.0280 0.0145 0.0250 0.0262 0.0328
NETHERL l.7478 l.5812 1.5269 1.5426 0.0744 0.07E9 0.0855 0.1086
BIEU 0.1058 0.0996 0.0991 0.0816 1.7378 l.60G7 1.4396 1.4396
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 2.0157 l.8887 1.9105 1.9217 1.9936 l.9444 1.8592 1.9l39INPUT-OUTPUTT~RLE EEC 'S9-'75 INTERDEPENDENCE OR CUMULATED PRODU~"TION COEFFICIENTS (~1~00 000)
(1-A)INV-MATRIX) ~
6ERMANY FRANCE ITALV
1959 l965 1970 i975 l959 l965 1970 l97~ l959 1965 1970 1975
ROW i AGRICULTURE.FORESTRY AND FISH COLUMN 4 B:JILDIN6 AND CONSTRUCTION
6ERMANY 0.0212 0.0418 0.0328 0.0394 0.0010 0.0018 0.0024 0.0~19 0.0009 0.0017 0.0028 0.0025
FRANCE 0.0007 0.0022 0.0033 0.0026 0.0368 0.0574 0.0411 0.0318 0.0011 0.0028 O.OG32 0.0039
ITALY O.D007 0.0017 0.0025 0.0019 0.0006 0.0012 0.0015 O.OC)15 0.0476 0.05i7 0.0406 0.0387
NETHERI 0.0008 0.0017 0.0032 O.OD25 0.0004 0.0009 0.0012 0.0~09 0.0007 0.0009 0.00i2 0.0009
BLEU 0.0003 0.0008 0.0012 0.0010 0.0006 0.0011 0.0014 O.Od09 0.0003 0.0004 0.00.~6 0.0004
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 0.0237 0.0482 0.0430 0.0475 0.0393 0.0624 0.0476 0.0370 0.0504 0.0575 0.0484 0.0465
ROW 2 FUEL AND POWER PRODUCTS COLUMN 4 BJILDIN6 AND CONSTRUCTIDN
GERMANY 0.2444 0.0426 0.0383 0.0899 0.0090 0.0025 0.0031 0.0072 0.0060 0.0014 O.OC20 O.OD60
FRANCE 0.0031 0.0013 0.0010 0.0042 0.1735 0.0458 0.0404 0.0653 0.0014 0.0006 O.OC~B 0.0039
ITALY 0.001! 0.0009 0.0010 0.0030 0.00f0 0.0007 0.001! 0.0~23 0.2619 0.0427 0.0370 0.0849
NETHERL 0.0033 0.00i1 0.0023 0.0081 0.001! 0.0005 0.0006 0.0~24 0.0004 0.0002 0.00~3 0.0026
BIEU O.D015 0.0007 0.0008 0.0031 0.0034 0.0007 0.0008 O.OrJ21 0.0011 0.0002 0.0003 0.00i3
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 0.2534 0.0466 0.0434 0.i084 0.1880 0.0502 0.0460 0.0~92 0.2708 0.0451 0.0404 0.1007
ROW 3 MANJFACTORIN6 PRODUCTS COLUMN 4 BJILDIN6 AND CONSTRUCTIDN
6ERMANY 0.2660 0.5379 0.5542 0.5998 0.0158 0.0245 0.0394 0.0 281 0.0121 0.0206 0.0322 0.0230
FRANCE 0.0052 0.0131 0.0i68 0.0i62 0.3050 0.4354 0.3963 0.2786 0.0051 0.0109 O.D163 0.0134
ITALY 0.0020 0.0088 0.0118 0.0141 0.0027 0.0088 0.0128 O.D~ib 0.3222 0.4646 0.4522 0.4676
NETHERL 0.0037 O.OD77 0.0130 O.O1iS 0.002i 0.0045 0.0070 0.0047 0.0019 0.0040 O.OC61 O.OD37
BLEU 0.0036 0.0089 0.0136 0.01i5 0.0066 0.0122 0.0181 O.OZ11 0.0019 0.0042 O.OG66 0.0038
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 0.2804 0.5764 0.6094 0.6530 0.3323 0.4854 0.4736 0.3~41 0.3432 0.5043 0.5135 0.5fib
ROW 4 BUI~DIN6 AND CONSTRUCTION COLUMN 4 B'~ILDING AND CONSTRUCTION
6ERMANY 1.0246 1.0042 1.0082 1.0104 0.0001 0.0001 0.0004 O.C~J02 0.0001 0.0001 O.OC73 0.0001
FRANCE 0.0002 0.0006 0.0006 0.0011 i.0071 i.0041 1.0062 1.CiJ50 0.0001 D.OOD2 O.OCJS 0.0002
ITALY C.0000 0.0004 0.0004 0.0003 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 O.Ci~01 1.0029 1.0028 1.OC~3 1.0104
NETHERL 0.0002 0.0004 0.0006 0.002~ 0.0000 0.0001 0.000i O.C~~D2 0.0000 0.0000 O.OCJ1 0.0001
BLEU G.0000 0.0003 0.0004 0.0012 0.0000 0.0001 0.0001 O.Gi701 0.0000 0.0000 O.OCJO 0.0000
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 1.0249 1.0059 1.0102 1.D153 1.0073 1.0094 1.0069 1.Ci~56 l.0031 1.0031 1.OC~9 1.0108INPUT-OUTPUTTABLE EEC 'S4-'75 INTERDEPENDENCE OR CUMULATED PRODUCTION COEFFICIENTS ( ~1000 000)
((1-A)INV-MA?FIX)
E-RMANY FRANCE ITALY
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 iS65 1970 1975
ROW 5 MARKET SERVICES COLUMN 4 BUILDIN6 AND CDNSTRUCTION
6ERMANY 0.1349 0.2151 0.1776 0.2493 0.0024 0.~040 0.0086 0.0117 0.0020 O.D037 0.0061 0.0062
FRANCE 0.0010 0.0023 0.0037 0.0044 0.1642 0.2031 0.2238 0.2063 O.OD10 O.D025 0.0039 0.0039
ITALY 0.0003 0.0014 0.0023 0.0028 0.0005 0.~013 0.0026 0.0048 0.1360 O.Z355 0.1444 0.1658
NETHERL 0.0014 0.0013 0.0025 0.0030 0.0002 0.7007 O.D016 0.0039 0.0004 O.D004 0.0007 0.0012
BLEU 0.0006 0.0013 0.0020 0.0021 0.0006 0.9015 0.0031 0.0044 0.0003 O.D005 0.0007 0.0006
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ -- ---- ------ ------
EEC 0.1382 0.2214 0.1661 0.2616 0.1679 0.2107 0.2397 0.2311 0.1398 0.~426 0.1559 0.1778
ROW 6 NON-MARKET SERVICES COLUMN 4 BUILOING AND C DNSTRUCTION
6ERMANY 0.0068 O.OOOC-0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 O.J000-0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 O.D000-0.0000 0.0000
FRANCE 0.0000 O.OOOC-0.0000 0.0000 0.0012 0.9000-0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000-0.OOOD 0.0000
ITALY 0.0000 O.OOOC-0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.7000-0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 O.D007-0.0000 0.0000
NETHERL 0.0000 O.OOOC 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.~000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 O.D000 0.0000 0.0000
BLEU 0.0000 O.OOOC-0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.7000-0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000-0.0000 0.0000
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 0.0069 O.OOOC 0.0000 0.0000 0.0013 0.7000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0007 0.0000 0.0000
ROW 7 TOTAL CUMULATEC PRODUCTION
6ERMANY 1.6979 l.6417 1.8111 1.9889 0.0285 O.D330 0.0539 0.0441 0.0212 0.0274 0.0433 0.0398
FRANCE 0.0103 0.0195 0.0253 0.0285 1.6879 1.7509 1.7078 1.5870 0.0087 0.0171 0.0244 0.0254
ITALY 0.0040 0.0132 0.0180 0.0221 0.0047 0.~121 0.0182 0.0203 1.7705 1.6979 1.6795 1.7675
NETHERL 0.0094 0.0123 0.0217 0.0274 0.0039 0.'067 0.0104 0.0120 0.0034 O.DO55 0.0085 0.0086
BLEU 0.0060 0.0119 0.0180 0.0188 0.0112 0.~156 0.0234 0.0186 0.0036 0.0054 0.0083 0.0064
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 1.7275 1.898E 1.894! 2.0858 1.7362 1.8161 l.8137 1.6870 1.8074 1.7533 l.764! 1.6476INPUT-OUTPUTTABLE EEC 'S9-'75 INTER:EPENDENCE OR CUMULATED iRODUCTION COEFFICIENTS (~10C~D 000)
((1-A)INV-MATRIX)
NETHERLANDS BLEU
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
ROW ! AGRICULTURE,FORESTRY AND FISH COIUMN ~ BUIlDIN6 AND CONSTRUCTIOM
GERMANY 0.0046 0.0078 0.0098 O.G081 0.0029 0.0054 0.0064 0.0062
FRANCE 0.0018 O.OD48 0.0067 O.G046 0.0037 O.OD99 0.O10E 0.0f06
ITALY D.0010 0.0016 0.0024 0.0016 0.0010 0.0019 0.0019 0.0019
NETHERL 0.0287 0.0399 0.0363 0.0306 0.0045 0.0063 0.0063 0.0077
BLEU 0.0049 0.0055 0.0057 O.G038 0.0236 0.0264 0.0206 0.0205
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 0.0409 0.0598 0.0610 O.C490 0.0357 0.0500 0.0461 0.0469
ROW 2 FUEL AND PONER PRODUCTS COLUMN 4 BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTIOM
GERMANY 0.0324 0.0119 0.0094 O.C260 0.0160 0.0060 O.OObS 0.0189
FRANCE 0.0052 0.0024 0.0021 O.G073 0.0095 0.0036 0.0029 O.D095
ITALY 0.0029 0.0034 0.0034 0.0037 0.0014 0.0016 0.0012 0.0030
NETHERL 0.1657 0.0329 0.0322 O.G615 0.0121 0.0038 0.0050 0.0129
BLEU 0.0309 0.0101 0.0044 O.G100 0.l815 0.0312 0.028~ 0.0399
EEC 0.2371 0.0608 0.0518 0.1085 0.2204 0.0462 0.0447 0.0843
ROW 3 MANUFACTORIN6 PRODUCTS COLUMN 4 BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION
GERMANY 0.0698 0.0993 0.1528 0.1241 0.0452 0.0748 0.106C 0.0965
FRANCE 0.0120 0.0239 0.0325 O.C244 0.0279 0.0654 0.0607 0.0607
ITALY 0.0037 0.0119 0.0l69 O.C139 0.0047 0.0138 0.0142 0.0162
NETHERL 0.2415 0.3535 0.3290 0.2635 0.0305 0.0418 0.045! 0.0477
BLEU 0.0511 0.0649 0.0741 O.G479 0.3001 0.3834 0.3212 0.3039
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 0.3781 0.5534 0.6053 0.~738 0.4084 0.5791 0.5475 0.5251
ROW 4 FJILDINfi AND CONSTRUCTION COLUMN t BUILDIN6 AND CONSTRUCTION
6ERMANY 0.0005 0.0025 0.0013 O.C 006 0.0003 0.0003 0.0008 0.0004
FRANCE 0.0002 0.0009 0.0003 0.~003 0.0004 O.OD10 0.000- 0.0005
ITALY 0.0000 0.0004 0.0001 O.C 001 0.0000 O.OOD1 0.000: 0.0001
NETHERL 1.0852 1.0067 1.0056 1.C816 0.0004 0.0005 O.OOOc 0.0010
BLEU 0.0003 0.0021 0.0005 O.C.004 1.0027 1.0043 1.003~ 1.0044
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 1.0863 1.D127 1.0078 1.G829 1.0039 1.0061 1.OOSy 1.00641NPUT-OUTPUTTABLE EEC 'S9-'75 INTERDEPENDENCE OR CUMULATEO PRODUCTION C~EFFICIENTS ( i1000 000)
((i-A)INV-rATRIX)
METHERLANDS BLEU
l959 1965 1970 l975 1959 1965 1970 1975
ROM 5 MARKET SERVILES COLUMN 4 BUILDIN6 AND CONSTRUCTION
6ERMANY 0.0113 O.C742 0.0305 0.0252 0.0065 0.0114 0.0176 0.0185
FRANCE 0.0015 O.C738 0.0078 0.0060 0.0050 0.0097 0.0108 0.0119
1TALY 0.0005 O.GJ17 0.0036 0.0027 0.0004 0.0019 0.0021 0.0029
NETHERL 0.0929 0.1555 0.1074 0.l162 0.0039 0.0055 0.0056 0.0079
BLEU 0.0050 O.Q,J75 0.0118 0.0075 0.1143 0.1452 0.1225 0.1643
------ ----- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 0.1112 0.1528 0.1611 0.1576 0.1301 0.1736 0.1588 0.2055
ROW 6 NON-MARKET S.rRVICES COIUMN 4 BUILDIN6 AND CONSTRUCTION
GERMANY 0.0006 O.CJ00-0.0000 0.0000 0.0004 D.0000-0.0000 0.0000
FRANCE 0.0000 O.CJ00-0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 O.OD00-0.0000 0.0000
ITALY 0.0000 O.C~00-0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000-0.0000 0.0000
NETHERL 0.0011 O.C]22 0.0012 0.0000 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000
BLEU 0.0000 O.C700-0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000-0.0000 0.0000
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 0.0018 O.CJ22 0.0012 0.0000 0.0004 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000
ROW 7 TOTAL CUMULATED PRODUCTION
6ERMANY 0.1193 0.1358 0.2038 0.1840 0.0712 0.0980 0.1380 0.1405
FRANCE 0.0207 0.0359 0.0493 0.0428 0.0466 0.0896 0.0857 O.D933
ITALY 0.0081 O.C192 0.0264 0.0220 0.0075 0.0192 0.0195 0.0242
METHERL 1.6152 1.5907 1.5117 1.5536 0.0515 0.0580 0.0634 0.0772
EIEU 0.0922 O.D~01 0.0970 0.0696 1.6222 1.5904 1.4965 1.5330
------ ----- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 1.8554 1.8716 1.8883 1.87i9 1.7990 l.8551 1.8031 1.8682INPUT-OUTPUTTABIE EEC 'S9-'75 INTERDEPENDENCE OR CUMULATED PRODUCTION COEFFICIENtS (~1000 000)
(1-A)INV-MATRIX)
6ERMANY FRANCE IiALY
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
ROW i AGRICULTURE.FORESTRY AND FI5H COLUMN 5 MARKET 6ERVICE6
6ERMANV 0.0098 0.0196 0.0221 0.0245 0.0002 0.0007 0.0010 0.0008 0.0003 0.0006 0.00l0 0.0011
FRANCE 0.0003 0.0012 0.0020 0.0012 0,0120 0.0341 0.0264 D.0192 0.0004 0.0010 0.0012 0.0017
ITALY 0.0004 0.0010 0.0015 0.0009 0.0001 0.0006 O.OD08 0.0008 0.0204 0.0238 0.0195 0.0233
NETHERL 0.0005 O.ODi! 0.0020 O.OD12 0.0001 0.0005 0.0007 0.0005 0.0003 O.OOD3 0.0004 0.0004
BLEU O.OOD1 0.0004 0.0006 0.0004 0.0001 0.0005 0.0006 0.0004 0.0001 O.OOOS 0.0002 0.0002
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 0.0112 0.0232 0.0282 0.0282 0.0125 0.0364 0.0295 0.02t7 0.0215 0.0258 0.0223 0.0268
ROW 2 FUEL AND POWER PRODUCTS COLUMN 5 MARKET SERVICES
GERMANY 0.0605 0.0501 0.0605 0.0824 0.0023 0.0016 0.0016 0.0043 0.0023 0.0007 0.0013 0.0055
FRANCE 0.0008 0.0012 0.0008 0.0027 0.0634 0.0472 0.0383 0.0542 0.0008 0.0003 0.0004 0.0025
ITALY 0.0004 0.0009 0.0010 0.0019 0.0003 0.0008 0.0007 0.0013 0.0695 0.0615 0.0540 0.0887
NETHERI 0.0013 0.0013 0.0028 0.0072 0.0003 0.0004 0.0003 0.0015 0.0003 0.0001 0.0002 0.0019
BLEU 0.0005 0.0005 0.0007 0.0021 0.0005 0.0004 0.0003 O.OOi2 0.0003 0.000t 0.0002 0.0008
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 0.0635 0.0540 O.Ob58 0.0963 O.Ob68 0.0504 0.0412 0.0625 0.0731 0.0628 0.0560 0.0994
ROW 3 MANUFACTORING PRODUCTS COLUMN 5 MARKET SERVICES
6ERMANY 0.1538 0.2511 0.2858 0.1621 0.0027 0.0079 0.0145 0.0108 0.0045 0.0066 0.0119 0.0109
FRANCE 0.0023 0.0056 0.0095 0.0063 0.1009 0.1813 0.1b71 0.1211 0.0018 0.0036 0.0058 O.D067
ITALY 0.0011 0.0035 O.OOb! D.0044 0.0005 0.0029 O.OJ51 0.0042 0.1255 0.1434 0.1436 0.1569
NETHERI 0.0021 0.0035 0.0074 0.0044 0.0004 0.0020 0.0032 0.0023 0.0007 0.0014 0.0024 0.0019
BIEU 0.0016 0.0033 0.0069 0.0038 0.0010 0.0033 0.0058 0.0039 0.0006 0.0012 0.0020 O.OD17
------ ------ ------ - ---- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 0.1610 0.2669 0.3156 0.2011 0.1056 0.1975 0.1957 0.1423 0.1332 0.1562 0.1658 0.1781
ROW 4 BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION COLUMN 5 MARKET SERVICES
GERMANY 0.023t 0.0205 0.0324 D.0102 0.0000 0.0001 O.GJ02 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 O.OOU1
FRANCE 0.0000 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0154 0.0225 0.0127 0.0111 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001
ITALY 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 O.OD01 0.0000 0.0000 O.OJ01 0.0001 0.0121 0.0158 0.0215 0.0250
NETHERL 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0003 0.0000 O.OD00 O.OJ01 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001
BLEU 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.000! 0.0000 0.0000 O.CJOS 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 0.0233 0.0208 0.0329 0.0107 0.0155 0.0227 0.0131 0.0115 0.0122 0.0159 0.0218 0.0254INPUT-OUTPUTTABLE EEC 'S9-'75 INTERDEPENDEhCE OR CUMULATED PRODUCTION COEFFICIENTS (~1000 C~0)
((1-A)INV-MATRIX) ~
GERMANY FRANCE ITALY
1959 19b5 1970 l975 1959 l965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
ROM 5 MARKET SERVICES COLUMN 5 MARM.ET SERVICES
6ERMANY 1.1520 1.2344 1.3035 1.3209 0.0007 0.0047 0.0052 0.0076 0.0017 0.0024 0.0039 0.9062
FRANCE 0.0011 0.0020 0.0046 0.0042 1.1453 1.1795 l.2848 i.2679 0.0019 0.00ib 0.0024 0.9041
ITALY 0.0005 0.0014 0.0032 0.0023 0.000! 0.0017 0.0018 0.0032 1.1169 1.2154 1.2222 1.~818
NETHERL 0.0031 0.0014 0.0039 0.0032 0.0001 0.0011 0.0012 0.0029 0.0010 D.0004 0.0006 0.0016
BLEU 0.0008 0.0012 0.0029 0.0018 0.0002 0.0019 0.0021 0.0030 0.0004 0.0003 0.0005 O.a009
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 1.1575 1.2404 1.3181 1.3324 1.7464 l.1889 l.295i l.2845 i.i219 1.220! 1.2297 l.2945
ROW 6 NON-MARKET SERVICES COLUMN 5 MARKET SERVICES
6ERMANY 0.0174 0.0000-0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000-0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000-0.0000 O.D000
FRANCE 0.0000 0.0000-0.0000 0.0000 0.0025 0.0000-0.0000 O.OOOD 0.0000 D.0000-0.0000 O.a000
ITALY 0.0000 0.0000-0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000-0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0006-0.0000 O.ID000
NETHERL 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.T1000
BLEU 0.0000 0.0000-0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000-0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000-0.0000 O.D000
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 0.0175 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0025 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0006 0.0000 O.D000
ROM 7 TOTAL CU~ULATED PRODUCTION
6ERMANY 1.4166 1.5756 1.7043 1.6201 0.0059 0.0150 0.0224 0.0236 0.0090 0.0103 0.0183 O.D238
FRANCE 0.0047 0.0l02 0.0170 0.0146 l.3395 1.4647 1.5294 l.4735 0.0050 0.0066 0.0099 0.9152
ITALY 0.0023 0.0068 0.0119 0.0096 0.00!! 0.0060 0.0085 O.OD95 1.3443 l.4605 1.4608 1.5757
NETHERL 0.0071 D.0074 0.0162 0.0163 0.0010 0.0041 0.0054 0.0073 0.0023 0.0023 0.0037 0.~058
EIEU 0.0031 0.0054 0.0112 0.008! 0.0018 0.0060 0.0088 0.008é 0.0014 0.0018 0.0029 0.9037
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ -----
EEC 1.4339 1.6054 1.7607 1.6687 l.3493 i.4959 1.5746 1.5226 l.3619 1.4815 l.4956 i.é241INPUT-OUTPUTTABLE EEC 'S9-'75 INTERDEPENDENCE OR CUML~LATED PRODUCJION COEFFICIENTS ( ~l000 000)
((1-A)INV-MATRIX)
NETHERLAND6 BLEU
1959 1965 l970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
ROW 1 A6RICULTURE.FORESTRY AND FISH COLUMN 5 MARKET SERVICES
6ERMANY 0.0022 0.0022 0.0028 0.002t 0.0006 0.0016 0.0020 0.0021
FRANCE 0.0009 0.0014 O.OD22 O.ODlS 0.0011 0.0037 0.0054 0.0047
ITALY 0.0007 0.0006 O.ODOB 0.0005 0.0003 O.oooa 0.0007 0.0007
NETHERL 0.0148 0.0148 O.C127 0.0101 0.0014 0.0029 0.0023 0.0029
BLEU 0.0023 0.0014 O.OD15 0.0070 0.0066 0.0i11 0.0069 0.0073
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 0.0208 0.0203 0.0199 0.0153 0.0100 0.0201 0.0174 0.0177
ROW 2 FUEL AND POWER PROGUCTS COLUMN 5 MARKET 6ERVICES
6ERMANY 0.0119 0.0059 0.0073 0.0ii6 0.0037 0.0034 0.0041 0.01i8
FRANCE 0.0024 0.00l2 O.OD23 0.0035 0.00i9 0.0020 0.0078 0.0055
ITALY 0.0025 0.0018 O.OD64 0.0020 0.0004 0.0017 0.00l0 0.0016
NETHERL 0.0442 0.0345 O.G338 0.0506 0.0070 0.0044 0.0067 0.0104
BLEU 0.0148 0.0052 O.OD59 0.0059 0.0457 0.040! 0.0368 0.0474
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 0.0758 0.0466 0.0557 0.0737 0.0587 0.05l6 0.0504 0.0767
ROW 3 MANUFACTORING PRODL'CTS COLUMN 5 MARKET SERVICES
6ERNANY 0.0330 0.0281 O.C4i1 0.0295 0.0090 0.0204 0.0308 0.0294
FRANCE 0.0057 0.0071 O.C116 0.008! 0.0077 0.0187 0.019B 0.0206
ITALY 0.0027 0.004i O.GD58 0.0039 0.00i4 O.OD44 0.0043 0.0048
NETHERL 0.1202 0.1160 O.lD32 0.0803 O.DD86 0.0i49 0.0134 0.0130
BLEU 0.0226 0.0167 o.cia8 0.0i24 0.0806 0.1188 0.0850 0.0768
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 0.1842 0.l720 0.1805 0.1341 0.1073 0.1772 0.1533 0.1446
RON 4 BUILDING AND CONSTFilCTION CO~UMN 5 MARKET SERVICES
GERMANY 0.0006 0.0004 O.C~J12 0.0003 0.0001 0.0001 0.0004 0.0002
FRAnCE 0.0001 0.0002 O.C~702 0.000! O.OOOS 0.0003 0.0002 0.0002
ITALY 0.0000 0.0001 O.CJ02 O.ODO! 0.0000 O.OOOC 0.0000 0.000!
NETfERL 0.0309 O.D267 O.C257 0.0273 0.0003 0.000? 0.0003 0.0004
BLEU 0.0002 0.0004 O.CJ05 0.0003 0.0142 0.023~ 0.0215 0.0230
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 0.03l8 0.0278 O.C279 0.0280 0.0147 0.024G 0.0224 0.0239INPUT-OUTPUTTAE-E EEC 'S9-'75 INTERDEPEti~ENCE OR CUMULATED PROC~CTION COEFFICIENTS (~10C- OOOi
((1-A)INV-MATRIX)
NETHERLANDS BLEU
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 ]970 1975
RON 5 MARKET SERVICES COLUMN 5 rARKET SERVICES
6ERMANY O.C248 0.0190 0.0434 0.0209 0.0016 0.0062 0.0100 0.0092
FRANCE O.Q;J14 0.0048 0.0128 0.0057 0.0033 0.0051 0.0070 0.0066
ITALY 0.0'708 0.0031 0.0070 0.0025 0.000t 0.0012 0.0013 0.0015
NETHERL ].1~70 1.1360 1.2240 1.2333 0.0034 0.0040 0.0044 0.0052
BLEU O.Q.D63 0.0]33 0.0247 0.0087 1.0455 1.ii79 ].1337 i.1595
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC ].1904 l.1762 1.3120 1.2710 1.0540 i.i343 1.]566 i.i819
ROW 6 NON-r.4RKET SERVICES COLUMN 5 rARKET SERVICES
6ERMANY O.C 705 0.0000-0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000-0.0000 0.0000
FRANCE O.C 700 0.0000-0.0000 0.0000 O.D000 0.0000-0.0000 O.G000
ITALY O.C~700 0.0000-0.0000 0.0000 D.0000 0.0000-0.0000 0.0000
NETHERL O.C~J77 0.006] 0.0044 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000
BLEU O.C~]00 0.0000-0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000-0.0000 0.0000
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC O.C~782 0.006] 0.0044 0.0000 O.OOOS 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000
ROW 7 TOTAL CUMULATEO PRODUCTION
6ERMANY 0.0731 0.0556 0.0959 0.0644 D.015! 0.0318 0.0472 O.G527
FRANCE 0.0105 0.0147 O.D291 0.0190 0.0142 0.0298 0.0343 O.C376
ITALY 0.0~~68 0.0096 0.0202 0.0089 0.0023 0.008! 0.0075 0.0086
NETHERL 1.3747 i.3341 1.4037 1.4015 0.0207 0.0264 0.0271 O.G320
BLEU O.G~63 0.0370 0.0515 0.0283 1.1925 1.3110 l.2839 ].3139
------ ------ ------ ------ -----
EEC 1.5113 1.45i0 1.6004 1.5221 1.2447 1.4072 1.4000 1.A448I~PUT-OUTPUTTABLE EEC 'S9-'75 INTERDEPENDENCE OR CUMULATED PRODUCTION COEFFICIENTS (~1000 D00)
(i-A)INV-MA'FIX)
6ERMANY FRANCE ITALY
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 19b5 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
ROW 1 A6RICULTURE.FORESTRY AND FISH COLUMN 6 NON-MARKET SERVICES
6ERMANY 0.0191 0.0241 0.0178 0.0254 0.0006 O.G007 0.0008 0.0007 0.0003 0.0005 0.0007 0.0009
FRANCE 0.0011 0.0028 0.0025 0.0016 0.0322 O.G306 0.0252 0.0218 0.0004 0.0008 0.0008 0.0014
ITALY 0.0016 0.0020 0.0018 O.D013 0.0005 O.GD05 O.D006 0.0007 0.0240 0.0157 0.0169 0.0213
NETHERL 0.0017 0.0017 0.0021 0.0017 0.0003 O.OD04 0.0005 0.0005 0.0002 0.0002 0.0003 0.0003
ELEU 0.0004 0.0007 0.0007 O.OD06 0.0003 O.OD04 0.0005 0.0004 0.0001 D.0001 O.OOD1 0.0001
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 0.0238 0.0313 0.0250 0.0306 0.0339 O.C330 0.0275 0.0242 0.0250 0.0174 0.0190 0.0241
ROW 2 FUEL AND POWER PRODUCTS COIUMN 6 NON-MARKET SERVICES
6ERMANY 0.0826 0.0530 0.0459 0.11ib 0.0042 O.C~D17 0.0016 0.0043 0.0019 0.0006 0.0008 0.0062
FRANCE 0.0014 0.0018 0.0009 0.0035 0.0577 O.C394 0.0433 0.0605 0.0004 0.0002 0.0003 0.0029
ITALY 0.0005 0.0014 0.0009 0.0023 0.0003 O.GD03 O.OODS 0.0011 0.0576 0.0295 0.0259 0.0650
METHERL 0.0013 0.0015 0.0024 0.0073 0.0006 O.G003 0.0003 0.0014 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.002!
BLEU 0.0007 0.0008 0.0006 0.0026 0.0009 O.C-D04 0.0003 0.0013 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001 0.0010
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 0.0866 0.0586 0.0509 0.1274 0.0637 O.C422 0.0460 0.0686 0.0604 0.0305 0.0272 0.0772
EOW 3 MANUFACTORING PRODUCTS COLUMN 6 NON-MARKET SERVICES
6ERMANY 0.2506 0.2542 0.2575 0.2369 0.0096 O.C D41 0.0126 0.0110 0.0042 0.0066 0.0080 0.0087
~RANCE 0.0062 0.0187 0.0141 0.0088 0.3058 0.~369 0.1947 0.1642 0.0016 0.0034 0.0040 0.0046
ITALY 0.0039 0.0l31 0.0096 0.0070 0.0021 O.GD35 0.0043 0.0042 0.1307 0.1144 0.1121 0.1306
METHERL 0.0048 0.0098 O.OD89 0.0058 0.0018 O.C023 0.0027 0.0023 0.0007 0.0011 0.0015 0.0014
~LEU 0.0034 0.0090 0.0087 0.0050 0.0033 O.C~043 0.0052 0.0041 0.0006 0.0013 0.0014 0.0013
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
iEC 0.2690 0.3048 0.2487 0.2635 0.3226 0.?560 0.2195 0.1854 0.1377 0.1274 0.1271 0.l465
~OW 4 BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION COLUMN 6 NON-MARKET SERVICES
áERMANY 0.0604 0.0457 0.0382 0.0130 0.0001 O.C~~03 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0001
-RANCE 0.0001 0.0003 0.0001 0.0002 0.0733 0.:569 0.033T 0.0323 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000 0.0001
ITALY D.0000 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 O.CDO1 0.0000 0.0000 0.0574 0.0348 0.0294 0.0331
NETHERL 0.0001 0.0002 0.0002 0.0003 0.0000 O.CJO1 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001
~'LEU 0.0000 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 O.:J02 O.OOOD 0.0000 O.OD00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
-EC 0.0607 0.0463 D.03B8 0.0137 0.0734 O.C~76 0.0339 0.0325 0.0575 0.0350 0.0295 0.0333INPUT-OUTPL'TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 INTERGEPENDENCE OR CUMULATED F:ODUCTION COEFFICIENTS ~~l000 000)
((i-A)INV-MATRIX)
6ERMANY FRANCE ITALM
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
ROW 5 MaRKET SERVICES COLUMN 6 NON-MARKET 6ERVICES
GERMANY 0.2184 0.1564 0.1617 0.2032 0.0014 0.0025 0.0027 0.0034 0.00l0 0.0015 O.J021 0.0030
FRANCE 0.0011 0.0038 0.0041 0.0039 0.1743 0.1105 0.1757 0.1714 0.0008 0.0010 0.001~ 0.0019
ITALY 0.0005 0.0025 0.0027 0.0022 0.0002 0.0008 0.0008 0.0012 0.0928 0.1297 0.!274 0.1684
NETHERL D.0015 0.0021 0.0029 0.0028 0.0002 0.0006 0.0005 0.0010 0.0003 0.0002 D.0003 0.0006
BLEU 0.0005 0.0018 0.0023 0.00i6 0.0003 0.0010 0.0009 0.0011 0.0002 0.0002 0.0003 0.0004
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 0.2219 0.1666 0.1737 0.2i37 0.1763 0.1154 0.1807 0.1781 0.0951 0.1327 0.5313 0.1743
RON 6 MON-MARKET SERVICES COIUMN 6 NON-MARKET SERVICES
GERMANY l.0047 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.0001 0.0000-0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000-0.0000 0.0000
FRANCE 0.0003 0.0000-0.0000 0.0000 1.0006 1.0000 1.0000 1.OOD0 0.0000 0.0000-0.0000 0.0000
ITALY 0.0003 0.0000-0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000-0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 1.0107 1.0000 1.0000
NETHERL 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 O.OODO 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
BLEU 0.0003 0.0000-0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000-0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 O.OOOD-0.7000 0.0000
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 1.0056 l.0000 1.0000 i.0000 1.0007 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0107 1.0000 1.0000
RON 7 TOTAL CUMULATEO PRODUCTION
6ERMANY 1.6360 1.5334 l.5211 1.5900 0.0159 0.0144 0.0178 0.0195 0.0075 0.0094 0.0117 0.0189
FRANCE 0.010! 0.0274 0.0217 0.0181 1.6439 1.4745 1.4726 1.4503 0.0032 0.0055 0.0066 0.0109
ITALY 0.0068 0.0190 0.0151 0.0129 0.0031 0.0053 0.0064 0.0073 1.3626 1.3354 1.3116 1.4183
NETHERL 0.0094 0.0153 0.0166 0.0179 0.0029 0.0038 0.0040 0.0052 0.0014 0.0017 0.0023 0.0045
BLEU 0.0053 D.0124 0.0125 0.0099 0.0048 0.0063 0.0069 0.0070 0.00ii 0.0018 0.~020 0.0028
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 1.6676 1.6076 1.5870 i.ó489 1.6706 1.5043 l.5077 1.4893 1.3758 1.3537 1.3341 1.4554INPUT-OUTPUTTABLE EEC 'S4-'75 INTERDEPENDENCE OR CUMUlATEO PRODUCTION COEFFICIENTS ( ~1000 000)
((1-A)INV-MATRIX)
RETHERLANDS BLEU
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
RON 1 AGRICULTURE,FORESTRY AND FISH COLUMN 6 NON-MARKET SERVICES
GERMANY 0.0016 0.0026 0.0027 0.0016 0.0011 0.0021 0.0023 0.0019
FRANCE 0.0006 0.0013 0.0017 0.0011 0.0014 0.0029 0.0041 0.0032
ITALY 0.0005 0.0006 0.0007 0.0004 0.0005 0.0007 0.0007 0.0006
NETHERL 0.0161 0.0149 0.0134 0.0118 0.001d 0.0021 0.0021 0.0020
BLEU 0.0016 0.0013 0.0011 0.0007 0.0103 0.0085 0.0066 0.0056
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 0.0224 0.0207 0.0196 0.0156 0.0i51 0.0164 0.0159 O.D134
RON 2 FUEL AND POVER PROOUCTS COLUMN 6 NON-MA~KET SERVICES
6ERMANY 0.0097 0.0047 0.0040 0.0065 0.0049 0.0039 0.0051 0.0087
FRANCE 0.0012 0.0007 O.OODB 0.0019 0.0026 0.0016 0.0017 0.0039
ITALY 0.0010 0.0008 0.0016 0.0010 0.0005 0.0011 0.0008 0.0012
NETHERL 0.0744 0.0414 0.0313 0.0485 0.0079 0.0030 0.0059 0.0074
BLEU 0.0073 0.0025 0.0018 0.0027 0.0666 0.0370 0.0353 0.0314
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 0.0936 0.0501 0.0394 0.0607 0.082ó 0.0465 0.0488 0.0525
ROW 3 MANUFACTORI4G PRODUCTS COIUMN 6 NON-MAFKET SERVICES
GERMANY 0.0236 0.0344 0.0424 0.0231 0.0175 0.0293 0.0370 0.0299
FRANCE 0.0037 0.0071 0.0087 0.0053 0.0102 0.0190 0.0239 0.0192
ITALY 0.0018 0.0042 0.0051 0.0030 0.0024 0.0055 0.0056 0.0049
NETHERL 0.1275 0.f089 0.0937 0.0816 0.0113 0.0l49 0.0146 0.0120
BLEU 0-0150 0-0149 0-0142 0-0088 0-1006 0-0963 0-0726 0-0579
EEC 0.1716 0.1695 0.1641 0.1218 0.1421 0.1650 0.1537 0.1238
RON 4 BUIlDIN6 AN; CONSTRUCTION COLUMN 6 NON-MA~KET SERVICES
GERMANY 0.0004 0.~002 0.0006 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0006 0.0002
FRANCE D.OOOi,0.G00i 0.0001 0.0001 O.OD1~ 0.0003 0.0004 0.0002
ITALY 0.0000 O.C.000 0.0001 0.0000 0.0002 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000
NETHERL 0.039i O.C402 0.0413 O.D422 0.001~ D.000? 0.0004 0.0003
BLEU 0.0001 O.COD2 0.0002 0.0001 0.047~ 0.0287 0.0388 0.0415
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 0.0397 O.G408 0.0423 0.0426 0.049t 0.0294 0.0402 0.0423
0
0INPUT-OUTPUTTABLE EEC 'S9-'75 I~'TERDEPENDENCE OR CUMULATED PRODUCTION COEFFICIEtiTS (~1000 000)
((1-A)INV-MATRIX)
NETHERLANGS BLEJ
1959 1965 197J i975 1959 1965 1970 1975
ROW 5 MARKET SERVICES COLU~N b NON-MARKET SERVICf S
6ERMANY 0.0143 O.OOÓ1 0.017q 0.0074 0.0023 0.0066 0.0096 0.0073
FRANCE 0.0005 0.0014 0.004E 0.0019 O.OD17 0.0046 0.0065 0.0048
ITALY 0.0003 0.0008 0.002b 0.0009 0.0002 0.0012 0.0013 O.OOt1
NETHERL 0.1352 0.1286 0.1243 0.1404 0.0015 0.0035 0.0037 0.0035
BLEU 0.0018 0.0029 0.008b 0.0026 0.0789 0.0931 0.0890 0.1086
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 0.1521 0.1397 0.t583 0.1531 0.0847 0.1089 0.1100 0.1253
RON b NON-MARKET SERVICES COLUhN 6 NON-MARKET SERVICfS
6ERMANY 0.0003 0.0001-0.000~ 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000-0.0000 0.0000
FRANCE O.OOOD 0.0000-O.OOC~ 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000-0.0000 0.0000
ITALY 0.0000 0.0000-0.0007 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000-0.0000 0.0000
NETHERL 1.0011 1.0060 1.003~ 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
BLEU 0.0000 0.000l-O.OOC~ 0.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC i.OD14 1.0062 1.0033 1.0000 1.0002 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
ROW 7 TOTAL CUMULATED PRODU~TION
6ERMANY 0.0499 0.0482 0.0673 0.0386 0.0261 0.0420 0.0545 0.0481
FRANCE 0.0060 0.0107 0.0161 O.OiD4 0.0172 0.0284 0.0366 0.0313
ITALY 0.0035 0.0064 O.O1C' 0.0052 0.0037 0.0085 0.0085 0.0079
NETHERL 1.3955 1.3399 1.3073 1.324b 0.0240 0.0238 0.0267 0.0252
BLEU 0.0258 0.0218 0.0267 0.0150 1.3034 1.2635 1.2424 1.2449
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
EEC 1.4807 1.4269 1.427J 1.3938 1.3744 1.3662 1.3686 1.3573
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